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Abstract:
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This report presents the pilot blueprint descriptions and the related requirements for the use cases of the eProcurement domain. The use cases of eProcurement domain are 5.1.1 eTendering, 5.1.2 Virtual Company Dossier VCD, 5.1.3 eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase, and 5.1.4 eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award
phase.
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ABB

Architectural Building Block
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Access Point. Provides a gateway to the network of e-Delivery currently operational within the
eProcurement domain

AS2
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AS4

Applicability Statement 4

ASiC

Associated Signature Containers

AVCpass

Authority Virtual Company passport (the Italian national implementation of the VCD)
https://servizi.avcp.it/portal/classic/Servizi/AVCpass
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eCERTIS

Information system that helps European companies identify the different certificates and
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Norway).

eCl@ss

A hierarchical system for grouping materials, products and services according to a logical structure
with a level detail that corresponds to the product-specific properties that can be described using
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EEA

European Economic Area

EO

Economic Operator

ERP
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eTEG

Expert group on eTendering http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publicprocurement/eprocurement/expert/index_en.htm)
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Acronym

Tenders Electronic Daily [http://ted.europa.eu/TED/misc/chooseLanguage.do]
TED

TED is the online version of the 'Supplement to the Official Journal of the European Union', dedicated
to European public procurement. It provides free access to public procurement notices from the
European Union, the European Economic Area and beyond.

UBL

Universal Business Language

UC

Use Case

UNSPSC

United Nations Standard Products and Services Code (http://www.unspsc.org/)

URL
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1. Introduction
1.1. Scope and Objective of Deliverable
The purpose of this part of the deliverable D5.1, D5.1-1, is to present the pilot blueprint descriptions and
the related requirements that have been suggested for the use cases of the eProcurement domain.
The consensus within the Domains and among MS participants in these Domains indicates the following use
case scope for piloting within the e-Procurement domain:
a. UC 5.1.1 eTendering

EC

b. UC 5.1.2 Virtual Company Dossier - VCD
c. UC 5.1.3 eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase
d. UC 5.1.4 eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase

ed

by

The requirements from the above use cases of the e-Procurement domain are used as input to D5-0.1: eSENS Requirements Framework which presents a synthesis and consolidation of all the requirements from
the four domains of the project (eProcurement, eHealth, e-Justice and Business Lifecycle).

pr
ov

1.2. Structure of the document

Ap

The document is structured as follows:
o Chapter 1 introduces the deliverable by giving the objective and scope of the deliverable.
o Chapter 2 describes the pilot blueprints and the related requirements for the eProcurement domain
use cases. The pilot blueprint - requirement capture for each domain use case is presented in a
separate subchapter.
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2. Domain Use Cases and related Requirements
The following table is an overview of the domain use case codes and names for the use cases of
eProcurement domain.

Domain Use Case Code

Domain Use Case Name

5.1.1

eTendering

5.1.2

VCD

5.1.3

eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase

5.1.4

eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase

EC

Table 1: Use case codes and names for the eProcurement domain

by

For each domain use case mentioned in the above table, a pilot blueprint and the related requirements are
described in the following subchapters.

pr
ov
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2.1. Pilot Blueprint - Requirement Capture for Use Case 5.1.1
(eTendering)

Name of Pilot
Scenario Blueprint

Short high level
description

Problem
statement
(Identified

Ap

2.1.1. Pilot Blueprint Description

eTendering

The aim of this pilot scenario is to extend the overall scope to all major phases of
electronic tendering. Previous pilots in pre-award procurement (VCD, eCatalogue)
have lacked sufficient business process support from other eTendering phases (e.g.
Notification, Call for Tender, Tender Submission, and Award). This made the pilots
weak due to their lack of integration into the eTendering process. In PEPPOL eDelivery was not used in pre-award procurement or only piloted in a narrow
environment. XVergabe shows how e-Delivery could be used in pre-award
procurement as it provides high level messaging support for the entire chain of
tendering processes. The VCD and eCatalogue will be integrated into XVergabe. While
XVergabe covers the full scope of eTendering processes and message exchange
between Tendering platforms on an abstract level, VCD and eCatalogue cover specific
messaging requirements with regard to qualification of tenders and product
specifications according to CEN BII and UBL format. The VCD and eCatalogue are not
yet addressed in XVergabe and will be integrated into the different processes of
electronic tendering (notification, tendering & award).
1. XVergabe message headers need to be aligned with e-SENS e-Delivery message
headers.
2. XVergabe requires an interface to the e-SENS e-Delivery solution.
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Name of Pilot
eTendering
Scenario Blueprint
barriers and
3. VCD and eCatalogue components and specifications need to be updated with latest
issues to address)
CEN - BII specifications and integrated into XVergabe enabled eTendering platforms.
4. VCD solution needs to be consolidated with OCD solution where appropriate.
5. New notices in TED format should cover aspects of VCD (qualification criteria) and
eCatalogue (Catalogue template) in a standardized format.
6. VCD solutions on European level should be harmonized, particularly eCERTIS,
European VCD System and CEMS.
MS policymakers.
CA (buyer).
EO (seller).

EC

Involved Actors

eProcurement
Goal Name

eTendering
Goal Description

Category

The CA wants to obtain the best value-for-money by
maximising the transparency of its tender
Economic
procedures in order for EOs to easily find this
business opportunity.

Ap

Goal ID

pr
ov

ed

2.1.2. Pilot Scenario Goals and Scope

by

Service providers.

G5.1-UC1-1

Transparency

G5.1-UC1-2

Equal treatment

The CA has the obligation to treat all EOs equally
Legal
during the whole tender procedure.

G5.1-UC1-3

Competition

The CA wants to obtain the best value-for-money by
Economic
maximising the competition among bidders.

G5.1-UC1-4

Insurance bid

The EO wants insurance that his bid is valid and has
been received by the CA within the time limit set Trust
out in the tender documents.

Efficiency

The CA wants to increase efficiency in the business
process, e.g. when evaluating the received bids, in Financial
order to save time and costs.

Interoperability

The
Member
State
policymakers
want
interoperability between all tendering solutions in
Financial
order to facilitate one single European Market
because the better interoperability the more bids.

G5.1-UC1-5

G5.1-UC1-6
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eProcurement
Goal ID

eTendering

Goal Name

Goal Description

Category

Equal access

EOs want equal access to all public procurement
Economic
business opportunities.

G5.1-UC1-8

Integrity of the bid

The CA and the EO want insurance that the integrity
of the bid is secured, i.e. insurance and consistency Trust
when storing and retrieving data.

G5.1-UC1-9

Authentication

The CA wants insurance that it is dealing with real
Trust
EOs during the tender procedure.

G5.1-UC1-7

The CA wants insurance that the bid is signed by
persons mandated by the EOs therefore being a Legal
legally valid bid.

EC

G5.1-UC1-10 Legal valid bid

pr
ov

The EO wants to receive as much as possible
standardized tender documents in order to be able
Economic
to respond with standardized evidences or product
descriptions.

Ap

G5.1-UC1-13 Standards

G5.1-UC1-14 Accountability

The EO wants to re-use as much information and
documents as possible when preparing a bid in Economic
order to save time and costs.

ed

G5.1-UC1-12 Re-use of information

by

The Member State policymakers want to lower the
G5.1-UC1-11 Administrative burdens administrative burden in public procurement for Financial
EOs and contracting authorities.

The CA - being accountable for the procedure –
does not want to make mistakes during the whole Legal
tender procedure.

G5.1-UC1-15 Objectivity

EOs want an objective evaluation of their bid.

G5.1-UC1-16 Find businesses

When setting out a private procedure, the CA wants
to be able to find and invite the best EOs there are Economic
in order to receive the best bid.

G5.1-UC1-17 SME

SMEs want better and easier access to business
Economic
opportunities.

G5.1-UC1-18 Monitoring

The CA wants to be in control during the tender
procedure and wants to analyse the results of Economic
tender procedures in the past.
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eProcurement
Goal ID

eTendering

Goal Name

Goal Description

Category

Scope

eProcurement
Scope ID

S5.1-UC1-1

Ap

2.1.2.1.

pr
ov
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EC

EOs have difficulties to participate in cross-border
tendering as qualification criteria and evidences are
different in each country. VCD provides not only a
way of structuring qualification criteria but also
matching these criteria between Member States. To
exchange the VCD EOs want the possibility to access
all compatible eTendering platforms for the entire
Remove Cross-Border chain of Tendering processes with only one bid
G5.1-UC1-19 barriers in electronic software. Beyond this the eCatalogue can be Economic
Tendering
integrated by enabling contracting authorities to
define a catalogue template providing possibilities
for EOs to fill this template. With this combination
(exchange/VCD/eCatalogue) it is possible to remove
the existing cross-border barriers in the area of
electronic tendering. This goal aligns with the goal
of the European Commission to remove barriers
within eTendering.

eTendering
Scope statements

phase

This pilot scenario should cover all major phases of electronic tendering,
including eNotification, eAccess, eSubmission, eQualifications (VCD) and preaward eCatalogues. Full business process support from all relevant phases in
electronic tendering should be secured, in order to advance beyond previous
efforts in this area, ensuring maximum sustainability. Within these stages of
the e-Tendering business process, priority should be given to the functions
more tightly related to the provisions of the upcoming update of the EU
Directive on Public Procurement1, in order to support the Member States in
its implementation within the next 3-year period. Another priority is the use
of e-Delivery infrastructure, which combined with XVergabe specifications,
shows how to support for the entire value chain of tendering processes.

1,2,3

1

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+TA+P7-TA-20140025+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN&language=EN
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eProcurement

eTendering
Scope statements

phase

S5.1-UC1-2

The relevant XVergabe messages have to be mapped and aligned with the
message structure of the e-SENS e-Delivery solution. A transformation from
XVergabe message headers toward e-SENS message headers has to be
implemented. Connectors to the e-SENS e-Delivery solution have to be
implemented in order to use the e-SENS e-Delivery solution for XVergabe.

1

S5.1-UC1-3

The qualification messages have to be integrated into the chain of XVergabe
processes. VCD tools (Criterion Editor, VCD designer, VCD viewer) have to be
implemented or updated to the latest Version of CEN BII qualification and
integrated into eTendering platform. Consolidation of OCD and VCD should
take place in e-SENS this should be followed up in e-SENSE. Some interrelated
data models may have to be extended (e.g. eNotices).

2

S5.1-UC1-4

The eCatalogue transaction data models (e.g. Catalogue template) have to be
integrated into the chain of XVergabe processes. eCatalogue tools have to be
implemented or updated and integrated into eTendering platform. Some
interrelated data models may have to be extended (e.g. eNotices).

3

S5.1-UC1-5

The eTendering Client needs an interface to the e-SENS e-Delivery solution in
order to exchange messages via the e-SENS e-Delivery transportation
infrastructure.

1

S5.1-UC1-6

The BBs PEPPOL VCD and SPOCS OCD need to be consolidated.

2

S5.1-UC1-7

Explore requirements and possibility to integrate eID solutions.

1

S5.1-UC1-8

Explore requirements and possibility to integrate eSignature solutions.

1

S5.1-UC1-9

The scope of this pilot starts with an EO finding an interesting business
opportunity. The EO has identified a business opportunity. In a published
contract notice The EO found the identifiers to respond to the business
opportunity.

1

S5.1-UC1-10

The publication of the contract notice by the CA is out of scope.

-

S5.1-UC1-11

In scope of this pilot are the following messages that the EO can send to the
CA:
- make CA aware that the EO is interested in the business opportunity
(subscription)
- request for all the tender documents belonging to this business opportunity
- check if there are updates to the Contract notice of the tender documents
- submit the bid
- withdraw the bid.

1

S5.1-UC1-12

Signing of the bid, encryption and decryption of the bid, time stamping of the
submission and check of validity of the bid.

1

Ap
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Scope ID
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eProcurement

eTendering

Scope ID

Scope statements

phase

1

S5.1-UC1-14

Meta data requirements for every message send by CA and EO, e.g.
identification of the EO, Identification of the CA.

1

S5.1-UC1-15

The possibility to send tender documents unstructured as attachments to a
message.

1

S5.1-UC1-16

In scope of this pilot are the following messages that the EO can send to the
CA:
- send a question about the business opportunity to the CA
- check if there are answers to question about the business opportunity.

2

S5.1-UC1-17

The following messages that the CA can send to the EO:
- send answers to questions about the business opportunity.

2

S5.1-UC1-18

The possibility to send the VCD skeleton as structured part of the tender
documents. The EO has the possibility to create a VCD and submit it as part of
the bid.

2

S5.1-UC1-19

The following messages that the EO can send to the CA:
- request for all the restricted tender documents belonging to this business
opportunity (second phase)
- check if there are updates to the restricted tender documents (second
phase)
- send a question about the business opportunity to the CA (second phase)
- check if there are answers to questions about the business opportunity
(second phase)
- submit his bid (second phase)
- withdraw his bid (second phase).

3

S5.1-UC1-20

The following messages that the CA can send to the EO:
- send acceptance or rejection of qualification
- send invitation to tender
- send all the restricted tender documents belonging to this business
opportunity (second phase)
- send update to the restricted tender documents (second phase)
- send answers to questions about the business opportunity (second phase).

3

S5.1-UC1-21

The possibility to send all tender documents structured (call-for-tender) and a
catalogue template as structured part of the tender documents. The EO has
the possibility to attach a catalogue to the bid.

3

Ap
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S5.1-UC1-13

The following messages the CA can send to the EO:
- send all the tender documents belonging to this business opportunity
- send update to the Contract notice and the tender documents
- send preliminary award
- send award.
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eProcurement

eTendering
Scope statements

phase

S5.1-UC1-22

Out of scope for this pilot are EOs responding to a business opportunity
without tender solution, e.g. via email or on paper.

-

S5.1-UC1-23

The publication of the Contract award notice by the CA is out of scope.

-
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Scope ID

Ap

Figure 1: Phase 1 eTendering Domain Use Case
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EC

Phase 2

by

Figure 2: Phase 2 eTendering Domain Use Case

Ap
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Phase 3

Figure 3: Phase 3 eTendering Domain Use Case

2.1.3. Key Examples
eProcurement

eTendering

Example ID

Example Description

KE5.1-UC1-1
General

An EO finds an interesting business opportunity after a search on a platform with
published notices. The EO knows how to respond to the opportunity because he can
find all the relevant information in the contract notice. First the EO ends a

D5.1-1 eProcurement Requirements for e-SENS Building Blocks
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eProcurement

eTendering

Example ID

Example Description
subscription message to the CA to let them know he is interested. This puts the EO
on the list of interested EOs. Next the EO sends a request to receive all the tender
documents, with the result that the EO receives all the documents. Now EO is able
to prepare the bid.
If the tender documents only contain actual documents/attachments, the EO can
only draft the bid as a document as well. When the tender documents contain
structured information, like a Call for tender, a VCD skeleton or a catalogue
template, the EO is able to respond in a structured way. The EO uses the VCD
skeleton to draft a VCD, or the catalogue template to draft a catalogue.

EC

If the CA updates the tender documents it sends a notification to all subscribed EOs.
Other EOs, not on the list yet, can request the CA if there are updates and if they
may receive them.

ed

by

The EO may have questions about the tender documents. In that case sends it a
question (or multiple questions) to the CA. When the questions are answered the
CA sends all the answers to those on the list. Normally all answers get published as
well.

Ap

pr
ov

After several weeks, the submission deadline is approaching; the EO is ready to
submit his bid. First the bid is signed by the mandated person from the company.
Upon submission the bid is being encrypted and time stamped. The CA receives a
signed, encrypted and time stamped bid and sends an acknowledgement in
response. If possible validation of the bid on compliancy, but without the CA having
to look into the details of the bid, would be very good.
After the submission deadline has passed the CA opens all the bids, does the
evaluation and sends the award to the winning EO.

KE5.1-UC1-2
OpenPEPPOL

Dutch public hospital "ABC" from Amsterdam put out a call for tender regarding
new hospital beds. The bid is published in an e-SENS compliant tendering system,
and is uploaded as a note on a common EU tendering portal stating it contains
terms and conditions of the bid. After initiating the tendering process, the owner
and administrator of the bid awaits the submission date. During the proposal phase
the Bid Administrator (Project assistant) monitoring the incoming question from the
participants of the tender, sends them to the project owner for answers, collects the
answers and publishes anonymous answers in the tendering tool. Furthermore the
Project assistant monitors that milestones and deadlines are honoured.
The private company "XYZ" (the EO) from Denmark finds an interesting business
opportunity in the Netherlands after a search on a platform with published notices.
It is a Dutch public hospital "ABC" (CA) in Amsterdam that needs new hospital beds.
The bid manager of "XYZ" can see from the notice how to respond to the
opportunity as "XYZ" finds all the relevant information in the Contract notice. "XYZ"
sends an interest for subscription to the CA.
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eProcurement

eTendering

Example ID

Example Description
As "XYZ" and "ABC" do not use the same tendering system it is fortunate that they
both are using service providers compliant with a Pan European de-facto standard
(OpenPEPPOL) connected through the OpenPEPPOL infrastructure. In addition to
being able to exchange tendering information "XYZ" and "ABC" are also able to
import this information directly in their tendering systems. “ABC” is able to do so as
the tendering system they use is structured according to the e-SENS standard for
tendering information (Pan European standard). “XYZ” is able to do so as their
Access Point is able to convert the output of their tendering system to the e-SENS
standard used, and it is able to convert the e-SENS standard to an input format
supported by the tendering system of “XYZ”.

Ap

pr
ov

ed

by

EC

As a result "XYZ" and "ABC" independently of each other can communicate with
each other through their respective service providers. One can say that the service
provider of “XYZ” translates from the language of "XYZ" (nonstandard) to the
language of "ABC" (de-facto standard) and that both access points ensure that the
right information gets through. "XYZ" has an agreement with a Danish service
provider that enables "XYZ" to send subscription interests to "ABC" in their own
agreed format. The service provider "translates" the subscription for interest to the
service provider of "ABC" that again translates the subscription for interest to the
agreed format between "ABC" and its service provider. When "ABC" receives the
subscription for interest it sends back the information on how to access the relevant
documents in order to be able to submit a tender. The access for documents is sent
to "XYZ" through the service provider of "ABC" and the service provider of "XYZ".
Now the bid manager of "XYZ" is ready to prepare the bid.
Through the same channels "XYZ" (the EO) and "ABC" (the CA) will communicate the
sending and receiving of updates, the submission of the tender and the awarding of
the contract. With regards to the submission of the tender, "XYZ" can send his
tender whenever it is ready for submission – as long as it is before the deadline
Furthermore the bit manager of “XYZ” knows that the tender will be encrypted and
time stamped by the service provider. The tender is also electronically signed by the
bid manager or another mandated person from "XYZ" in order to certify that "XYZ"
is a legal company. This way it is ensured that it is sent in due time and that the
tender can only be opened by "ABC" after the deadline prescribed by "ABC"; and it
is ensured that "XYZ" is properly identified and authenticated.
If "ABC" provides a structured document for the tender criteria, "XYZ" could use the
validation process provided to check if "XYZ" has a compliant tender. During the
validation "XYZ" is informed that the document sent does not comply with the
structured document template provided by "ABC". "XYZ" then makes the
appropriate changes, revalidates and re-submits the tender.
After the submission deadline has passed "ABC" (the CA) is provided access to all
the bids, opens them, does the evaluation and sends the award to the winning EO.
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eProcurement

eTendering

Example ID

Example Description

EC

A CA from Germany starts a tendering CA because it wants to buy goods from any
European supplier. At first it starts to prepare the relevant documents in particular
the contract notice and call for tender in any local format. As part of this process,
the CA specifies the products to be bought (catalogue template) and defines
qualification criteria according to pre-defined codes which need to be proven by the
EO which apply for the contract. The qualification criteria and product specifications
(catalogue template) are defined in a standardized XML format according to CEN BII
and UBL format. The CA adds the standardized qualification criteria and product
specification to the contract notice and/or call for tender. An application of the
eTendering platform ABC-Germania used by the CA may then transform Notices
from local formats to TED format. The eTendering platform ABC-Germania also
provides an interface for exchanging notices with TED and other Notification
platforms (eNotification and Call for Tender preparation).

pr
ov

Ap

KE5.1-UC1-3
Xvergabe

ed

by

An EO from the Netherlands uses the eTendering platform 123-Ned to participate in
public tendering procedures. The EO eTendering platform 123-Ned in the
Netherlands can communicate with CA eTendering platform ABC-Germania in
Germany through a standardized eTendering client which has been implemented on
both platforms. A CA uses the eTendering client to publish information related to a
Call for Tender while an EO can receive this information. The EO wishes to apply for
the call for tender posted above and therefore subscribes to the correlated
tendering procedure using its eTendering client. The eTendering client calls a
subscribe operation on the platform to make his interest known. The platform
registers his subscription in its database so that the EO will be kept up to date
(eSubscription).
After subscribing to the above tender, the EO from the Netherlands can use its
eTendering platform 123-NL to receive call for tender related information from the
CA’s eTendering platform ABC-DE. The most relevant documents received in the
beginning are the contract notice, CA ll for tender including qualification criteria and
product specification (catalogue template). While the call for tender and other
documentation can be provided by the CA in any kind of format, the qualification
criteria and catalogue template are send in a standardized XML format. The
standardized XML messages of qualification criteria and catalogue template may be
part of a standardized contract notice within TED format (eAccess).
An EO sends questions in any kind of format (e.g. pdf, doc) concerning the tendering
procedure via the eTendering Client. The CA answers the questions and stores the
answers on the eTendering platform ABC-Germania. Afterwards, the EO
synchronizes his client and receives the answers to his questions on the eTendering
Platform 123-Ned. The EO can then review the answers (eEnquiry).
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eProcurement

eTendering

Example ID

Example Description
The EO creates an electronic tender in any format requested by the CA (e.g. PDF,
doc). The tender includes standardized information about an electronic catalogue,
based on the structure of a catalogue template that was included in the Call for
Tender. Additionally the EO uploads the standardized XML for qualification criteria
to a VCD editor within its eTendering platform 123-Ned to find for each qualification
criteria the required evidence. The editor understands the qualification criteria due
to its interface to the European VCD system (EVS) or alternative European VCD
System (CEMS) or eCERTIS. The EO uploads its evidences to the editor and receives a
VCD (Tender preparation).

by

EC

The EO sends the offer via the eTendering Client to the eTendering platform ABCGermania which is used by the CA. Part of his offer is the VCD and electronic
catalogue which includes relevant qualifications and the product specifications. The
CA receives the offer including eCatalogue and VCD and stores an offer delivery
recipe on its platform. The EO synchronizes his client and receives the offer delivery
recipe on the eTendering platform 123-Ned (eSubmission).

Ap

pr
ov

ed

The CA opens the offer, VCD and eCatalogue product specification on its eTendering
platform ABC-Germania. For the eCatalogue and VCD the CA uses viewing
applications of the eTendering platform ABC-Germania. The CA proves the
submitted qualifications and evaluates the offer including the specified products in
the eCatalogue. The CA awards the contract and stores a result notice on the
eTendering platform ABC-Germania. The EO synchronizes its eTendering platform
123-Ned through the eTendering client with the CA eTendering platform ABCGermania and receives an award notice (eAward).
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2.1.4. Requirements
eTendering
Reference to goal Comments

R5.1-UC1-1

Ap

pr

ov

Integration of existing LSP BB (VCD and
eCatalogue) with new solution (XVergabe) to
increase overall potential. Pre-Award
processes in PEPPOL lacked appropriate eDelivery function and coverage of all
Tendering processes. XVergabe provides a
solution for e-Delivery between Tendering
Platforms
with
generic
messaging
requirements which can be mapped to the e- General
SENS e-Delivery Infrastructure and which
cover the full scope of eTendering processes.
VCD and eCatalogue cover specific
messaging requirements with regard to
qualification of tenders and product
specifications throughout the different
phases in eTendering which are not yet
addressed in XVergabe.

phase Proposed BB

by

Area

ed

Requirement ID Requirement description

EC

eProcurement
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1,2,3

XVergabe

G5.1-UC1-6
G5.x-UC1-19

The aim of this pilot
scenario is to extend the
overall scope to all major
phases
of
electronic
tendering. Previous pilots in
pre-award
procurement
(VCD, eCatalogue) have
lacked sufficient business
process support from other
eTendering phases (e.g.
Notification,
Call
for
Tender). This made the
pilots weak due to their lack
of integration into the
eTendering
process.
XVergabe provides business
process support for both
elements
(VCD
and
eCatalogue) by defining
messages of electronic
tendering in an abstract
23

eProcurement

eTendering
phase Proposed BB

R5.1-UC1-2

The CA wants an interface for exchanging
notices with other eTendering platforms and
Publication platforms (e.g. Tenders European
Daily (TED)). The CA may want to add
qualification criteria and catalogue template
eDocuments 1
to the notice. In the Contract notice the EO
MUST be able to identify the business
opportunity and the CA in order to be able to
respond. Identifiers: CA ID, Business
opportunity ID, response address ID.

R5.1-UC1-3

Reference to goal Comments
way.

EC

Area

by

Requirement ID Requirement description

Available
on
many
eTendering platforms. New
notices (TED format) will
probably be published
together or as a result of
new directives and may
provide the opportunity to
include elements of VCD
and eCatalogue.

G5.1-UC1-1
G5.1-UC1-3
G5.1-UC1-7

The Contract notice SHOULD be based on
eDocuments 1
common standards.

CEN/BII profile xxx

G5.1-UC1-1
G5.1-UC1-12

R5.1-UC1-4

Structured tender documents (the Call for
tender) SHOULD be based on common eDocuments 3
standards.

CEN/BII profile xxx

G5.1-UC1-12
G5.1-UC1-13

R5.1-UC1-5

Structured qualification criteria (the VCD
skeleton) SHOULD be based on common eDocuments 2
standards.

CEN/BII profile xxx

G5.1-UC1-12
G5.1-UC1-13

Specification available from
previous LSPs but adequate
component needs to be
implemented.

R5.1-UC1-6

Structured product requirements (the
eDocuments 3
Catalogue template) SHOULD be based on

CEN/BII profile xxx

G5.1-UC1-12
G5.1-UC1-13

Specifications
implementation

Ap

pr

ov

ed

CEN/BII profile xxx
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and
available

eProcurement

eTendering

All EOs SHOULD be able to query publication
portals (where the Contract notices are Other
being published) to find interesting business Functional
opportunities.

All EOs MUST be able to access public tender Other
documents.
Functional

not relevant - domain
G5.1-UC1-1
specific application

1

1

not relevant - domain
G5.1-UC1-7
specific application

R5.1-UC1-9

Once tender documents are published,
Other
therefore accessible to all EOs, they MUST
Functional
NOT be deleted.

1

not relevant - domain
G5.1-UC1-7
specific application

R5.1-UC1-10

The EO MUST be able to subscribe to a
Other
business opportunity in order to receive the
Functional
latest information about the call for tender.

1

not relevant - domain
G5.1-UC1-2
specific application

R5.1-UC1-11

The EO - when subscribing - MUST provide
identification and make known how to e-Delivery
receive electronic messages from the CA.

1

XVergabe
OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure
corner model)

Ap

pr

ov

R5.1-UC1-8

Reference to goal Comments
from PEPPOL.

EC

phase Proposed BB

ed

R5.1-UC1-7

Area

by

Requirement ID Requirement description
common standards.
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Process support available
on
XVergabe
enabled
eTendering platforms on
messaging level including
any type of attachment
(e.g. PDF, doc).

/
(4-

G5.1-UC1-9
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eProcurement

eTendering

Requirement ID Requirement description

Area

phase Proposed BB

Reference to goal Comments
G5.1-UC1-11
G5.1-UC1-17

The EO SHOULD be able to identify itself with
eID
the national eID.

1

eID

R5.1-UC1-13

All subscribed EOs SHOULD be informed
Other
when new versions of the tender documents
Functional
are published.

1

not relevant - domain G5.1-UC1-2
specific application
G5.1-UC1-7

by
2

not relevant - domain G5.1-UC1-2
specific application
G5.1-UC1-3

Process support available
on
XVergabe
enabled
eTendering platforms on
messaging level including
any type of attachment
(e.g. PDF, doc).
Process support available
on
XVergabe
enabled
eTendering platforms.

ed

not relevant - domain G5.1-UC1-2
specific application
G5.1-UC1-3

Process support available
on
XVergabe
enabled
eTendering platforms on
messaging level including
any type of attachment
(e.g. PDF, doc).

All EOs SHOULD be able to send questions Other
regarding the tender documents to the CA.
Functional

2

Ap

pr

ov

R5.1-UC1-14

EC

R5.1-UC1-12

R5.1-UC1-15

The CA MUST answer the questions from EOs Other
in an equal and transparent manner.
Functional

R5.1-UC1-16

The CA MUST be able to send messages to all
subscribed EOs, to a selection of EOs or to e-Delivery
one EO.

1

XVergabe
OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure
corner model)

R5.1-UC1-17

All messages MUST contain Meta data. The
e-Delivery
Meta data MUST be based on common

1

XVergabe meta data
G5.1-UC1-6
message
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/
G5.1-UC1-2
(4- G5.1-UC1-16

XVergabe will align and/or
transform its message
26

eProcurement

eTendering

The CA MUST be able to send messages to
EOs who are not online. (store and notify e-Delivery
principle).

EC

phase Proposed BB

1

XVergabe
OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure
corner model)

Reference to goal Comments
headers into the format
proposed by the e-SENS eDelivery solutions.
/
(4-

G5.1-UC1-6

ed

R5.1-UC1-18

Area

by

Requirement ID Requirement description
standards.

ov

G5.1-UC1-5

Process support available
on
XVergabe
enabled
eTendering platforms on
messaging level including
any type of attachment
(e.g. PDF, doc). Detailed
VCD
and
Catalogue
specifications
and
implementation available
from PEPPOL and CEN/BII.

pr

CEN/BII profile xxx

Ap

R5.1-UC1-19

All bids MUST be linked to a business
opportunity in order for the CA to be able to
evaluate them. This includes the qualification
eDocuments 1
in two phased procedures. Identifiers: CA ID,
Business opportunity ID, response address
ID, EO ID and Bid ID.

R5.1-UC1-20

Structured qualification evidence (the VCD)
eDocuments 2
SHOULD be based on common standards.

CEN/BII profile xxx

G5.1-UC1-5

Reference implementations
and specifications need to
be updated with the latest
CEN BII profile published in
December 2012.

R5.1-UC1-21

Provide mapping between qualification
eDocuments 2
criteria and evidence and harmonize

eCERTIS

G5.1-UC1-13

Reference implementations
of EVS and CEMS available
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eProcurement

eTendering
phase Proposed BB

R5.1-UC1-22

Structured product descriptions (the
Catalogue) SHOULD be based on common eDocuments 3
standards.

R5.1-UC1-23

If imposed by the CA the EO MUST sign his
Security
bid before submission. This includes the
Trust
qualification in two phased procedures.

R5.1-UC1-24

For signing the bid the EO SHOULD only use
digital certificates which are supported by Security
the EU Trusted Lists of Certification Service Trust
Providers.

R5.1-UC1-25

All bids MUST be encrypted upon Security
submission. This includes the qualification in Trust

by

EC

Requirement ID Requirement description
Area
2
solutions at European level: eCERTIS from
DG MARKT and the PEPPOL European VCD
System3 (currently the CEMS service4).

Reference to goal Comments
from
PEPPOL.
Harmonization
with
eCERTIS is currently under
discussion with DG market.

G5.1-UC1-5

1

eSignature

G5.1-UC1-10

1

eSignature

G5.1-UC1-6
G5.1-UC1-10

1

e-Delivery

G5.1-UC1-8

ov

ed

CEN/BII profile xxx

Ap

pr

&

Reference implementations
and specifications need to
be updated with the latest
CEN BII profile published in
December 2012.

&

&

2

http://ec.europa.eu/markt/ecertis/login.do

3

http://www.peppol.eu/news/news_repository/newly-styled-european-vcd-system-and-open-source-vcd-components

4

https://vcd.peppol.gr/
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eProcurement

eTendering
phase Proposed BB

All bids COULD be time stamped at the Security
moment the EO submits his bid.
Trust

&

1

e-Delivery

G5.1-UC1-4
G5.1-UC1-8

R5.1-UC1-27

All bids MUST be time stamped at the Security
moment the CA receives the bid.
Trust

&

1

e-Delivery

G5.1-UC1-4
G5.1-UC1-8

R5.1-UC1-28

The EO MUST receive an acknowledgement
that its bid has been received by the CA for
the purpose of Recipient non-repudiation.
eDocuments 1
Content acknowledgement: CA ID, EO ID,
business opportunity ID, bid ID, hash code
bid and time stamp reception.

CEN/BII profile xxx

G5.1-UC1-4

Ap

pr

ov

ed

R5.1-UC1-26

Reference to goal Comments

EC

Area

by

Requirement ID Requirement description
two phased procedures.

R5.1-UC1-29

When a bid is legally received (meaning the
CA has confirmed reception), the bid COULD
be validated and conformance of validation
COULD be send to the EO, (business
e-Delivery
response).

1

XVergabe
OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure
corner model)

1

not relevant - domain
G5.1-UC1-3
specific application

Validation of bid is only possible after
decryption. The CA cannot access bids before
the time limit has passed.
R5.1-UC1-30

The EO MUST be able to withdraw his bid as
Other
long as the time limit to submit bids has not
Functional
passed.
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/

G5.1-UC1-4
G5.1-UC1-8
(4G5.1-UC1-10

There is no clear solution
for handling this step of the
process. Evaluations and
investigations
are
in
process.

29

eProcurement

eTendering
phase Proposed BB

R5.1-UC1-31

The EO SHOULD NOT be able to submit a bid
Other
after the time limit set out in the tender
Functional
documents has passed.

R5.1-UC1-32

Bids MUST NOT be accessible before the
Security
time limit set out in the tender documents
Trust
has passed.

R5.1-UC1-33

The CA SHOULD use the
eSignature validation services.

R5.1-UC1-34

All relevant transactions MUST be logged
e-Delivery
and archived.

1

not relevant - domain
G5.1-UC1-3
specific application

1

e-Delivery

G5.1-UC1-3
G5.1-UC1-15

1

eSignature

G5.1-UC1-6
G5.1-UC1-10

1

XVergabe
OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure
corner model)

ed

&

Ap

pr

ov

European Security
Trust

&

R5.1-UC1-35

The CA SHOULD be able to send the results
Other
of the bid evaluation to all EOs who
Functional
submitted a bid.
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Reference to goal Comments

EC

Area

by

Requirement ID Requirement description

1

/

G5.1-UC1-1
G5.1-UC1-14
(4G5.1-UC1-15

not relevant - domain G5.1-UC1-5
specific application
G5.1-UC1-15

Process support available
on
XVergabe
enabled
eTendering platforms on
messaging level including
any type of attachment
(e.g. pdf, doc). Detailed VCD
and
Catalogue
specifications
and
implementation available
from PEPPOL and CEN BII.
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eProcurement

eTendering
Area

phase Proposed BB

Reference to goal Comments

EC

Requirement ID Requirement description

The CA SHOULD be able to send the Other
(preliminary) award to the winning EO.
Functional

R5.1-UC1-37

Only selected EOs MUST be able to access Other
restricted tender documents.
Functional

3

not relevant - domain
G5.1-UC1-2
specific application

R5.1-UC1-38

It SHOULD be possible to manage two Other
phased procurement procedures.
Functional

3

not relevant - domain
G5.1-UC1-5
specific application

R5.1-UC1-39

Tendering
solutions
SHOULD
have
Other
authorization mechanisms to prevent access
Functional
to unauthorized tender information.

1

not relevant - domain G5.1-UC1-14
specific application
G5.1-UC1-18

R5.1-UC1-40

In order to provide the best service to
Other
contracting authorities and EOs tendering
Functional
solutions SHOULD comply with all the do's

1

not relevant - domain
G5.1-UC1-17
specific application

not relevant - domain G5.1-UC1-5
specific application
G5.1-UC1-15

Ap

pr

ov

ed

1

by

R5.1-UC1-36
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Process support available
on
XVergabe
enabled
eTendering platforms on
messaging level including
any type of attachment
(e.g. PDF, doc). Detailed
VCD
and
Catalogue
specifications
and
implementation available
from PEPPOL and CEN BII.

31

eProcurement

eTendering

EC

phase Proposed BB

R5.1-UC1-41

The infrastructure MUST offer guaranteed
e-Delivery
delivery.

R5.1-UC1-42

The sender of a message MUST receive
feedback is if there is an error in the e-Delivery
transmission of his message.

R5.1-UC1-43

99.9% of all messages SHOULD be received
e-Delivery
on time/directly (real time delivery).

R5.1-UC1-44

The average file size attached to a message is
non-compressed 10 MB. The maximum file
e-Delivery
size attached to a message is noncompressed 1 GB.

R5.1-UC1-45

Encrypted bids SHOULD be wrapped in an eDocuments 1

1

XVergabe
OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure
corner model)

1

XVergabe
OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure
corner model)

1

XVergabe
OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure
corner model)

5

Ap

pr

ov

ed

1

XVergabe
OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure
corner model)

by

Requirement ID Requirement description
Area
and don'ts mentioned in the Golden Book
20135 and the recommendations in the eTEG
report.

CEN/BII profile xxx

Reference to goal Comments

/
G5.1-UC1-2
(4- G5.1-UC1-4
/
G5.1-UC1-2
(4- G5.1-UC1-4
/
G5.1-UC1-2
(4- G5.1-UC1-4
/
G5.1-UC1-2
(4- G5.1-UC1-4
G5.1-UC1-1

http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/newsroom/cf/itemdetail.cfm?item_id=6556&lang=en
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eProcurement

eTendering
Area

phase Proposed BB

Reference to goal Comments
G5.1-UC1-12

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

EC

Requirement ID Requirement description
unencrypted message layer with meta data.
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2.2. Pilot Blueprint - Requirement Capture for Use Case 5.1.2
(Virtual Company Dossier -VCD)
2.2.1. Pilot Blueprint Description

Name of Pilot Scenario
Blueprint

VCD

by

EC

The Virtual Company Dossier (VCD) is a set of IT components, processes
and standards that provide a standardized method and an electronic
document solution to support Contracting Authorities and EOs during
the qualitative selection process in tendering procedures.

ed

Ap

pr
ov

Short high level description

The aim of this pilot scenario is to extend the overall scope to all major
phases of electronic tendering with the use of VCD. Previous pilots in
pre-award procurement (VCD) have lacked sufficient business process
support from other eTendering phases (e.g. Notification, Call for Tender,
Tender Submission & Award). This made the pilots weak due to their
lack of integration into the eTendering process. In PEPPOL e-Delivery
wasn't used in pre-award procurement or only piloted in a narrow
environment. The VCD will be piloted in e-SENS including e-Delivery.
VCD covers specific messaging requirements with regard to qualification
of tenders according to CEN BII and UBL format. The VCD will be
integrated into the different processes of electronic tendering
(notification, tendering, and award).
1. VCD components and specifications need to be updated with latest
CEN BII specifications and integrated into XVergabe enabled eTendering
platforms and/or e-SENS e-Delivery Solution.

Problem
statement 2. VCD solution needs to be consolidated with OCD solution where
(Identified barriers and appropriate.
issues to address)
3. New notices in TED format should cover aspects of VCD (qualification
criteria) and eCatalogue (Catalogue template) in a standardized format.
4. VCD solutions on European level should be harmonized, particularly
eCERTIS, European VCD System and CEMS.
Involved Actors

UKL, UPRC , AVCP.
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2.2.2. Pilot Scenario Goals and Scope
eProcurement
Goal ID

Goal Name

Goal Description

Integration of existing LSP BB
(VCD) with new solution
(XVergabe) to increase overall
potential. XVergabe enables
interoperability
between
Tendering Platforms with
Enable electronic
generic messaging for all
qualification
eTendering
phases.
VCD
processes by using
provides detailed messaging
the VCD (XVergabe)
support with regard to
qualification
of
tenders
throughout different phases
of electronic tendering. These
are not yet addressed in
XVergabe.

Scope statements
The qualification messages have
to be integrated into the chain of
processes. VCD tools (Criterion
Editor, VCD designer, VCD
viewer) have to be implemented
or updated to the latest Version
of CEN BII qualification and
integrated
into
eTendering
platform or other dedicated
platforms. Consolidation of OCD
and VCD should take place in eSENS. Some interrelated data
models may have to be extended
if possible (e.g. eNotices).

ed

by

EC

G5.1-UC2-1

VCD

G5.1-UC2-3

G5.1-UC2-4

Interoperability /
Standards

The MS policy makers,
including the EU Commission,
want interoperability between
all tendering solutions in
order to facilitate one single
EU Market, and thereby
facilitate
access
to
procurement to SMEs.

In
order
to
achieve
interoperability, VCD needs to
adapt
new
schemas
and
standards, like the eQualification
standard proposed by the CEN BII
and provide open APIs for the use
of CEMS.

Re-use of
information

The EO wants to re-use as
much
information
and
documents as possible when
preparing a bid in order to
save time and costs.

With the consolidation of VCD
with OCD, the VCD package can
become a generic container for
any kind legal document needed
for the every eProcurement
phase. The package could be thus
re used for multiple eTenders, by

pr
ov

Enable integration
of VCD System with
eCERTIS

Ap

G5.1-UC2-2

The integration of VCD with
the centralised EU attestation
database
(eCERTIS)
will
increase the overall potential
and adoption, since it will be
used by the European Union.

The VCD System has to be
integrated with the EU Tendering
system, updating all the needed
ontology of CEMS, implementing
an ontology management tool
and by implementing the criteria
editor, a tool that will help
contracting authorities create
and publish tender qualification
criteria.
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eProcurement

End to end
multiparty
trustworthy
collaboration

Goal Description

The EO is not the only one to
include the documents into
the VCD: the certifying bodies
can provide documents with
their signature as a response
to
a
VCD
request-toqualification. So the role of
document provider and of
VCD owner/releaser of the
consent to access the
documents may be enacted by
different subjects. The VCD
must
support
multiple
signatures of the enclosed
documents, together with a
timestamp service and a
signature/hash of the whole
container when the process is
complete.

pr
ov

ed

by

G5.1-UC2-5

Goal Name

G5.1-UC2-7

Long term
preservation

Data Protection

At the highest level of maturity
for VCD, the EO is relieved of the
burden to collect the evidences
and to enclose them into the
VCD: the EO simply fills a selfdeclaration and a service will
contact the certifying bodies in
an asynchronous mode to gather
the evidences directly from the
issuing subject; this relieves the
CA as well of the burden to ask
the
issuing
bodies
for
confirmation on the content of
VCD.

The contracting Authorities
must
preserve
the
VCD/documents received in
electronic form and have to
deliver them to long-term
digital archival/preservation
facilities.

The VCD role is not only that of a
document container for shipment
of documents between EOs and
contracting authorities, but the
documents received as part of a
tender must be suitable for long
term preservation along with
some metadata and receipts of
delivery. XML may not be the
best
format
to
preserve
document(s)
or
complex
document(s) / some contracting
authorities require PDF-a.

Ensure that the processing of
Personal Information complies
with the terms of any
applicable permission, policy,
law or regulation.

In the VCD System, Personal
information must be processed
according to the principle of
lawfulness,
purpose
limits,
proportionality,
accurateness,
time limits and ensuring data
subject's rights and the adoption
of proper information security
measures.

Ap
G5.1-UC2-6

Scope statements
making digital copies.

EC

Goal ID

VCD
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2.2.3. Key Examples
eProcurement

VCD
Example Description

KE5.1-UC2-1

A CA from Germany using the eTendering platform ABC-Germania starts a
tendering CA because it wants to buy goods from any European supplier. At first it
starts to prepare the relevant documents in particular the tender notice and call
for tender in any local format. As part of this process, the CA specifies the
qualification criteria according to pre-defined codes which need to be proven by
EO which apply for the contract. The qualification criteria are defined in a
standardized XML format according to CEN BII and UBL format (criterion
template). The CA adds the standardized qualification criteria to the tender notice
and/or call for tender or an additional attachment (Definition of qualification
criteria).

KE5.1-UC2-2

An EO from the Netherlands receives the call for tender related information from
the CA. The most relevant documents received in the beginning are the tender
notice, call for tender including the specification of qualification criteria
specification (criterion template). While the call for tender and other
documentation can be provided by the CA in any kind of format, the qualification
criteria are send in a standardized XML format. The standardized XML messages of
qualification criteria may be part of a standardized tender notice within TED
format (Recipe of qualification criteria).

KE5.1-UC2-3

The EO creates an electronic tender in any format requested by the CA (e.g. PDF,
doc). The tender includes standardized information about qualification criteria,
based on the structure of a criterion template that was included to the Call for
Tender documents or tender notice. The EO uploads the standardized XML for
qualification criteria (criterion template) to a VCD editor within its eTendering
platform 123-Ned to find for each qualification criteria the required evidence. The
editor understands the qualification criteria due to its interface to the European
VCD system (EVS) or alternative European VCD System (CEMS) or eCERTIS. The EO
uploads its evidences to the editor and receives a VCD (Creation of VCD).

KE5.1-UC2-4

The EO sends his offer to the eTendering platform ABC-Germania which is used by
the CA. Part of his offer is the VCD which includes relevant qualifications of the EO.
The CA receives the offer including VCD (Submission of VCD).

KE5.1-UC2-5

The CA opens the offer and VCD on its eTendering platform ABC-Germania. For
the VCD the CA uses viewing applications of the eTendering platform ABCGermania. The CA proves the submitted qualifications and evaluates the offer. The
CA awards the contract and sends and award notice to the EO form the
Netherlands (Proof of eligibility).

KE5.1-UC2-6

The contracting authorities must perform the pre and post award verification of
self-declarations by EOs in Italy only through the VCD service AVCpass. The

Ap

pr
ov
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by

EC

Example ID
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eProcurement

Example Description
evidences are fed in AVCpass from the Certifying bodies through an orchestration
of services between Public Administration or uploaded in a signed form by the EO
if they are relative to qualities certified by privates or are not available through
service interaction. The EO requests a VCD for a specific procedure and the VCD is
compiled "on the fly" and sent to the CA through REM.

Ap

pr
ov

ed

by

EC

Example ID

VCD
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2.2.4. Requirements

Requirement
ID

VCD

EC

eProcurement
Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

VCD

G5.1-UC2-1
G5.1-UC2-3
G5.1-UC2-5

VCD covers specific messaging requirements with regard to Pre-award
qualification of tenders throughout the different phases in procurement
eTendering.

R5.1-UC2-2

Processes
The CA may want to define qualification criteria in a requirements standardized way and wants to add these qualification Definition of
qualification
criteria to the tender notice or tendering documents.
criteria

VCD

G5.1-UC2-3
G5.1-UC2-4
G5.1-UC2-5

R5.1-UC2-3

The EO SHOULD be able to download relevant tendering
documents including the qualification criteria, in a structured
format based on common EU standards, in order to review
them and make a decision about participation and include
them in the VCD.

Processes
requirements Reception of
qualification
criteria

VCD

G5.1-UC2-3
G5.1-UC2-4
G5.1-UC2-6

R5.1-UC2-4

Processes
The EO MAY need of a system in order to facilitate the requirements creation of a VCD which includes the necessary evidence for Creation of
the qualification criteria.
VCD

VCD

G5.1-UC2-4
G5.1-UC2-6

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

R5.1-UC2-1
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Comments

New notices (TED format)
will be probably published
together or as a result of
new directives and may
provide the opportunity to
include elements of VCD
such as qualification criteria.

Detailed VCD specifications
and
implementation
available from PEPPOL and
CEN BII.
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eProcurement
Requirement
ID

VCD
Requirement description

Area

R5.1-UC2-6

Processes
The CA MAY need to use a system for viewing, extracting and requirementsProof of
validating the VCD Package Container.
eligibility

Reference to
goal

e-Delivery/
eInteraction

G5.1-UC2-1
G5.1-UC2-3
G5.1-UC2-5

Detailed VCD specifications
and
implementation
available from PEPPOL and
CEN BII.

VCD

G5.1-UC2-2
G5.1-UC2-3
G5.1-UC2-4

Detailed VCD specifications
and
implementation
available from PEPPOL and
CEN BII.

VCD

G5.1-UC2-2
G5.1-UC2-3
G5.1-UC2-5

Specification available from
previous LSPs but adequate
component needs to be
implemented.

G5.1-UC2-2
G5.1-UC2-3

Reference implementations
of EVS and CEMS available
from PEPPOL. Harmonization
with eCERTIS is currently
under discussion with DG
market.

ov

ed

by

EC

R5.1-UC2-5

Processes
An EO SHOULD be able to send his offer together with the requirementsfilled VCD Package to the CA, with a guaranteed delivery.
e-Delivery

Proposed BB

pr

Ap

R5.1-UC 2-7

The CA MUST define the qualification criteria in a structured
and standardized way so that the EO can understand the
qualification criteria and find corresponding evidences to
prove them.

R5.1-UC 2-8

Both the EO and the CA SHOULD have access to a, preferably
single, Semantic Mapping System, that will provide mapping
between qualification criteria and evidence.
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Data and
domain
specific e-SENS
BB
requirements Qualification
criteria
Data and
domain
specific e-SENS
BB
requirementsCriteria to
evidence
mapping

VCD / eCertis

Comments
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eProcurement

Area

Data and
domain
specific e-SENS
The structure and the semantic data of the container MUST BB
be based on common EU approved standards.
requirementseDocuments /
Semantics

Proposed BB

VCD / CEN BII

Reference to
goal

G5.1-UC2-3

G5.1-UC2-3
G5.1-UC2-4

Harmonization of VCD/OCD
required in e-SENS to enable
cross-domain
use
of
qualifications. While the VCD
is specific to eProcurement
the OCD follows a generic
concept. Elements which are
generic
should
be
harmonized (e.g. container
format), elements which are
specific (e.g. data models)
should be domain specific.

G5.1-UC2-5
G5.1-UC2-7

Scenario provides processes
where proof of identification
is required. This provides the
potential to integrate eID
solutions.

ed
ov

R5.1-UC2-11

Infrastructure
and generic eThe CA MAY require the EO to be authenticated for the SENS BB
proper upload of the VCD Package.
requirementsUse of eID

Ap

pr

R5.1-UC2-10

Infrastructure
The system MUST be based on a single, common and and generic estandard container format that supports signature SENS BB
requirementsattachments, so that it can be used on multiple processes.
eDocuments
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VCD/OCD/ASi
C

VCD/eID

Comments
Reference implementations
and specifications need to be
updated with the latest CEN
BII profile published in
December 2012.

by

R5.1-UC 2-9

Requirement description

EC

Requirement
ID

VCD
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eProcurement
Requirement
ID

VCD
Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to
goal

VCD/
eSignature

G5.1-UC2-5
G5.1-UC2-7

R5.1-UC2-13

Infrastructure
and generic eThe CA MUST be able to verify the validity of the attached SENS BB
requirementsattestations and documents.
Use of
eSignatures

eSignature

G5.1-UC2-5
G5.1-UC2-7

Scenario provides processes
where eSignatures are used.
This provides the potential
to integrate eSignature
solutions as already shown in
PEPPOL pilots.

Ap

pr

ov
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EC

R5.1-UC2-12

Infrastructure
and generic eThe CA MAY require that the evidences and the container of SENS BB
the documents are signed using advanced and/or qualified requirementssignatures.
Use of
eSignatures

Comments
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2.3. Pilot Blueprint - Requirement Capture for Use Case 5.1.3
(eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase)
2.3.1. Pilot Blueprint Description
eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase

Short high level description

The pilot blueprint describes the use of eCatalogues in both the pre- and
post-award phase of a procurement procedure. The purpose of this scenario
is to facilitate exchange of product/service and price information between an
EO and a CA as part of a tender in a public procurement procedure and to
facilitate the exchange of product/service and price information between a
CA/CPB and an EO after a contract has been awarded. In the pre-award
phase a catalogue template is used by the CA to specify the required
information to be provided by the EO in the catalogue. The structured
information in the catalogue is used by the CA to evaluate and compare the
offered products/services in an efficient and simple way.
The pilot blueprint describes two alternative ways (in the pre-award phase)
to transmit the catalogue from the EO to the CA. Either by manual
exchange/upload of a cell structured file format (such as ODF/XLS) or the
catalogue message is exchanged between the actors by using e-SENS
Infrastructure Gateways. The receiver is in the latter case publishing its
capability to receive catalogues in the infrastructure service registry.
Routing/addressing can be carried out automatically without manual steps.
The syntax/format of the catalogue is based on the guidelines and standards
from CEN BII deliverables. In the post award phase the pilot blue print
describes how the catalogue is used by the CA to be able to create orders in
an efficient and simple way. By using structured information, the CA can
ensure that the correct products are procured at the correct price. The CA
responds to the EO with an acceptance or rejection of the Catalogue.
The Catalogue message is exchanged between the actors by using an e-SENS
Infrastructure Gateways or the OpenPEPPOL infrastructure. The receiver is
publishing its capability to receive catalogues in the infrastructure service
registry. Routing/addressing can be carried out automatically without
manual steps. The syntax/format of the catalogue is based on the guidelines
and standards from CEN BII deliverables.

Ap
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Name of Pilot Scenario
Blueprint
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Name of Pilot Scenario
Blueprint

eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase
Currently many non-standard formats for catalogues are used (mostly Excel
spread sheets). eCatalogues as part of the tendering process is a fairly new
concept with little guidance. Routing/addressing is currently complicated and
costly due to manual routines. Currently there are only a few competing
actors offering services for message exchange.

Problem statement
(Identified barriers and
issues to address)

Enable cross border exchange of catalogues.
Provide BBs suitable for public administrations to use in public procurement.
Currently low usage of eProcurement.
EO (also known as supplier or seller).

EC

CA (also known as customer or buyer).
Involved Actors

by

Central Purchasing Bodies (acting as Service Provider for buyers and
suppliers).

ed

Gateway Service Providers (always acting on behalf of the EO or CA).

pr
ov

2.3.2. Pilot Scenario Goals and Scope

Goal ID

eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase

Ap

eProcurement
Goal Name

Goal Description

G5.1-UC3-1.1

Improve Business
Process Performance

The buyer wants a simple and efficient way to procure goods
or services.

G5.1-UC3-1.2

Improve Business
Process Performance

The seller wants a simple and efficient way to offer goods or
services.

G5.1-UC3-1.3

Improve Business
Process Performance

The buyer wants to ensure that the supplier provides the
required information and that the information is of good
quality.

G5.1-UC3-1.4

Improve Business
Process Performance

The seller wants to verify that the catalogue he provides
meets the buyer's requirements.

G5.1-UC3-1.5

Improve Business
Process Performance

Classification codes have to be used to identify the products in
the catalogue.

G5.1-UC3-1.6

Improve Business
Process Performance

The buyer wants to automatically evaluate and compare the
content of the catalogues.

G5.1-UC3-1.7

Improve Business
Process Performance

To improve business process performance the catalogue can
contain classification codes for the products.
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eProcurement
Goal ID

eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase

Goal Name

Goal Description

Improve Business
Process Performance

The buyer wants to automatically verify the content of the
catalogues.

G5.1-UC3-2.1

Improve Security

The buyer wants to be certain that catalogues are not
tampered with during transmission.

G5.1-UC3-3.1

Legal Framework

The buyer wants pre-award catalogues which are compatible
with, and fulfil the intentions of the revised procurement
directive.

G5.1-UC3-4.1

Improve Technical
Interoperability

The buyer wants to receive catalogues in general and
interoperable file-formats with no need for custom mappings
or conversions.

G5.1-UC3-4.2

Improve Technical
Interoperability

The seller wants to use catalogues with structured information
based on standard formats/specifications available to as many
buyers as possible.

G5.1-UC3-4.3a

Improve Technical
Interoperability

The buyer can either use the e-SENS 4-corner model eDelivery infrastructure to receive the pre-award catalogue or
use other solutions such as a buyer portal.

G5.1-UC3-4.3b

Improve Technical
Interoperability

The buyer wants the seller to make different options available
to send their Catalogue.

G5.1-UC3-4.4

Improve Technical
Interoperability

The seller wants the pre and post award catalogues to be
semantically aligned.

G5.1-UC3-4.5

Improve Technical
Interoperability

The EU and MS policymakers want to offer interoperable
solutions in order to facilitate one single European Market
because the better interoperability the more bids.

G5.1-UC3-4.6

Improve Portability
and Scalability

The infrastructure/e-Delivery handles large number of
transactions and parties.

G5.1-UC3-4.7

Improve Technical
Interoperability

The e-Delivery solution is available to service providers in the
B2G and B2B market with good maturity and platform
coverage.

G5.1-UC3-4.8

Improve Technical
Interoperability

The seller can send large files in an efficient and secure way.

G5.1-UC3-4.9

Improve Technical
Interoperability

The buyer wants to ensure that the supplier provides the
required information and that the information is of good
quality.

G5.1-UC3-5.1

Improve Business
operations

The buyer wants to receive catalogues without prior technical
agreements with the seller.

G5.1-UC3-5.2

Improve Business
operations

The seller wants to send catalogues without prior technical
agreements with the buyer.

Ap
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G5.1-UC3-1.8
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eProcurement
Goal ID

eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase

Goal Name

Goal Description

Improve Business
operations

The buyer wants to be certain that catalogues are not
tampered with during transmission.

G5.1-UC3-6.1

Increase Vendor
Independence

The seller wants to be able to choose the software solution
most appropriate for its needs to create catalogues (no need
to use a tool appointed by the buyer).

G5.1-UC3-6.2

Increase Vendor
Independence

The catalogue technique attracts SMEs´ solution providers
making it simple to engage in tenders where catalogues are
required.

G5.1-UC3-6.3

Increase Vendor
Independence

The seller wants to be able to choose the gateway most
appropriate for its needs to send catalogues (no need to use a
gateway appointed by the buyer).

G5.1-UC3-6.4

Increase Vendor
Independence

The SMEs are supported by solutions based on an open
architecture that supports a wide variety of specific solutions
targeted the SME segment and other segments.

G5.1-UC3-7.1

Decrease Costs and
save time

The seller wants to easily create and seamlessly send
catalogues.

G5.1-UC3-7.2

Decrease Costs and
save time

The buyer wants the catalogue to be used in more tenders.

G5.1-UC3-8.1

Legal Framework

The buyer wants pre-award catalogues which are compatible
with, and fulfil the intentions of the revised procurement
directives.

G5.1-UC3-8.2

Legal Framework

2.3.2.1.

Ap
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EC

G5.1-UC3-5.3

The buyer wants the catalogues to comply with legal
requirements (such as the intentions of the new procurement
directives where relevant for post award).

Scope
eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase: Scope statements

Scope ID
S 5.1- UC 2-1

Scope Statement
B2G & B2B
The aim of this pilot scenario is to substantially improve the business
processes performance and the exchange of data and information along the
Procurement phases between EOs and Contracting Authorities through the
use of electronic catalogue. Through the wider use of eCatalogues, public
sector bodies can ensure that contracted products/services are displayed to
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eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase: Scope statements
end users correctly, increasing compliance to contracts, reducing error rates
on purchase orders. This pilot can also support the suppliers by only asking
them to maintain and update the source data once the eCatalogue can be
viewed by many buying organizations.
Mainly for the purchase of goods and services; works and the corresponding
category are out of the scope.

S 5.1- UC 2-3

Within the legal framework: this Pilot aims to cover all major components
related to eCatalogue usage in Pre and Post award procedure, coherently
with the new Public Procurement Directive ‘s dispositions.

S 5.1- UC 2-4

Cross border and/or cross-region and/or domestic: the scope of this Pilot
starts with a National/local CA launching a call for tender or retrieving info
on existing Framework agreement not limited to domestic borders, and with
an EO responding to business opportunity extended to a cross-border
procedure.

S 5.1- UC 2-5

From a business process point of view, both the pre-award and the post
award domains are within the scope of the Pilot; in the pre-award domain
the scope of the Pilot is to focus on the Tendering phase and, specifically, on
2 processes:

pr
ov
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S 5.1- UC 2-2

 Call for Tender with Catalogue Template (BII profile 346),
 Tendering Simple with Catalogue (BII profile 357);

Ap

while in the post-award domain the scope of the Pilot is focused on the
Sourcing phase and, specifically, on the following processes:
 Catalogue subscription (BII profile 338),
 Catalogue only (BII profile 019),
 Multi Party Catalogue (BII profile 1710),
 Catalogue update (BII profile 0211),

6

the BII Profile document for Profile 34 is available at: ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16560/CWA16560Annex-C-BII-Profile-34-CallForTenderWithCatTemplate-V1_0_0.pdf
7

the BII Profile document for Profile 35 is available at: ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16560/CWA16560Annex-E-BII-Profile-35-TenderingSimpleWithCat-V1_0_0.pdf
8

the BII Profile document for Profile 33 is available at: ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16561/CWA16561Annex-D-BII-Profile-33-CatalogueSubscription-V1_0_0.pdf
9

the BII Profile document for Profile 01 is available at: ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16561/CWA16561Annex-A-BII-Profile-01-CatalogueOnly-V2_0_0.pdf
10

the BII Profile document for Profile 17 is available at: ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16561/CWA16561Annex-E-BII-Profile-17-MultiPartyCatalogue-V2_0_0.pdf
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eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase: Scope statements
 Catalogue Deletion (BII profile 1612).
All transactions within these processes are in scope.
The use of e-catalogue information in the Awarding phase (to automatically
evaluate and compare the content of the eCatalogues) is also within scope.
The use of catalogue information as a basis for more sophisticated services is
within scope of the Pilot. This can either happen on the EOs’ side (EOs can
perform “search for opportunities” based on information published by
CAs/CPBs) and on the CAs/CPBs’ side (which could set-up of a knowledge
base that could be used to compare large numbers of catalogue items in
order to correctly evaluate the ensuing stages).

S 5.1- UC 2-7

Security aspects related either to the infrastructure or to the payload itself
are within scope of the Pilot.

S 5.1- UC 2-8

The signing, encryption and decryption of messages, time stamping and
check of validity are within scope of the Pilot.

S 5.1- UC 2-9

Meta data requirements for every message send by the CA and the EO are
within scope.

S 5.1- UC 2-10

The use of unstructured eCatalogues is out of scope.

eProcurement
Example ID

Ap

2.3.3. Key Examples
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EC

S 5.1- UC 2-6

eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase
Example Description
Pre-Award phase

Key example 1 implies the use of a three-corner model setup. The supplier is forced to
use the solution provider as appointed by the buyer.

KE5.1-UC3-1

1) A CA has announced a call for tender. The CA requires that prices' and products'
information are submitted using a (pre-award) catalogue format. The call for tender
contains instructions on requested product detail information that the supplier must
include in the catalogue.
2) Supplier A uses his ERP-system to export the relevant product and price information
in the in-house flat file format.

11

the BII Profile document for Profile 02 is available at: ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16561/CWA16561Annex-B-BII-Profile-02-CatalogueUpdate-V2_0_0.pdf
12

the BII Profile document for Profile 16 is available at: ftp://ftp.cen.eu/public/CWAs/BII2/CWA16561/CWA16561Annex-C-BII-Profile-16-CatalogueDeletion-V2_0_0.pdf
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eProcurement

eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase

Example ID

Example Description
3) Supplier A, using a software tool, transforms the in-house file into the pre-award
catalogue XML-format.
4) Supplier A logs on to the tendering system platform, as required and appointed by
the CA, and uploads the catalogue together with the tender to the system.
5) The CA receives the catalogues.
7) All the tenders are evaluated and the prices and product information from the
catalogues are compared.
8) Supplier A is awarded the contract.

EC

9) When supplier A will, later on, send the post-award catalogue, the pre-award
catalogue information is used to verify that product information and prices match the
offer.

ed

by

Key example 2 implies the use of a three-corner model setup. The supplier is forced to
use the solution provider as appointed by the buyer. The template is a cell-structured
document (ODF/XLS).

pr
ov

1) A CA has announced a call for tender. The CA requires that prices' and products'
information are submitted using a (pre-award) catalogue format. As part of the call for
tender documents is a template of how products and prices are to be structured. The
template is a cell-structured document (ODF/XLS) with instructions on the requested
product detail to supply.
KE5.1-UC3-2

Ap

2) Supplier A uses the template to fill in the relevant product and price information.
3) Supplier A logs on to the tendering system platform, as required and appointed by
the CA, and uploads the catalogue together with the tender to the system.
4) The CA receives the catalogues.
5) All the tenders are evaluated and the prices and product information from the
catalogues are compared.
6) Supplier A is awarded the contract.
7) When supplier A will, later on, send the post-award catalogue, the pre-award
catalogue information is used to verify that product information and prices match the
offer.
Key example 3 implies the use of a four-corner model setup.

KE5.1-UC3-3

1) A CA has announced a call for tender. The CA requires that the prices and products
are submitted using a (pre-award) catalogue format. The call for tender contains
instructions on requested product detail information that the Supplier must include in
the Catalogue.
2) Supplier A uses his ERP-system to export the relevant product and price
information in his in-house flat file format.
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eProcurement

eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase

Example ID

Example Description
3) Supplier A, using a software tool, transforms the in-house file into the pre-award
catalogue XML-format. The XML catalogue is wrapped in an electronic envelope or in a
document container, depending on the infrastructure that will be used for e-Delivery.
4) Supplier A uses a service provider to send the structured electronic message to the
CA. The service provider uses the information about the receiver, found on the
electronic envelope or within a document container, to look-up the actual technical
address of the CA's gateway/endpoint. Using the information found in the
infrastructure registry, the service provider submits the catalogue.

EC

5) The CA also uses a service provider for the receiving mechanism. The service
provider receives the catalogue through the gateway. By looking at the receivers ID,
found in the envelope, the service provider forwards the catalogue to the CA’s
eTendering-system.

by

6) The CA receives the catalogues.

ed

7) All the tenders are evaluated and the prices and product information from the
catalogues are compared.
8) Supplier A is awarded the contract.

pr
ov

9) When supplier A will, later on, send the post-award catalogue, the pre-award
catalogue information is used to verify that product information and prices match the
offer.

Ap

Key example 4 implies the use of a four-corner model setup and a Catalogue
Template.
1) A CA has announced a call for tender. As part of the call for tender documents is a
template of how products and prices are to be structured. The template is a cellstructured document (ODF/XLS) with instructions on the requested product detail to
supply. The CA requires that the prices and products are submitted using a (pre-award)
catalogue format.

KE5.1-UC3-4

2) Supplier A uses the template to fill in the relevant product and price information.
The supplier uses a freely available transformation tool to convert the spreadsheet
into an XML file in the requested pre-award catalogue format. An alternative would be
to use a built-in macro in the template.
3) The XML catalogue is wrapped in an electronic envelope or in a document
container by the tool.
4) Supplier A uses a service provider for the exchange of structured electronic
messages with his customers. The service provider uses the information about the CA,
found in the electronic envelope, to look-up the actual technical address of the CA's
gateway/endpoint. The service provider is using the information about the receiver,
found on the electronic envelope, to look-up the actual technical address of the CA's
gateway. Using the information found in the infrastructure registry, the Service
Provider submits the catalogue.
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eProcurement

eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase

Example ID

Example Description
5) The CA also uses a service provider for the receiving mechanism. The service
provider receives the catalogue through the gateway. By looking at the receivers ID,
found in the envelope, the service provider forwards the catalogue to the CA’s
eTendering-system.
6) The CA receives the catalogues.
7) All the tenders are evaluated and the prices and product information from the
catalogues are compared.
8) Supplier A is awarded the contract.

by

Post-Award phase

EC

9) When supplier A will, later on, send the post-award catalogue, the pre-award
catalogue information is used to verify that product information and prices match the
offer.

pr
ov

ed

1) The supplier has a contract with the buyer. As part of the contract, the supplier is
obliged to send product and price information in the form of a (post-award) catalogue.
The supplier exports an in-house flat file format with all necessary information. The file
is uploaded to the supplier's service provider. The service provider transforms the inhouse file into the post-award catalogue format.

Ap

KE5.1-UC3-5

2) The service provider is using the information about the receiver to look-up the
actual technical address of the buyer's gateway. Using the information found in the
infrastructure registry, the service provider submits the catalogue.
3) The buyer's service provider receives the document and makes a technical
validation of the format, making sure that no syntax/format errors exist. The service
provider forwards the catalogue to the buyer's procurement system/catalogue tool.
The catalogue is imported. A catalogue administrator appointed by the buyer validates
that the catalogue is ok according to the contract. The administrator approves the
catalogue and it becomes available to the purchasers.
4) When the catalogue is approved, a positive catalogue response message is created.
It is sent back to the seller using the gateways.
1) The supplier has a contract with the buyer. As part of the contract, the supplier is
obliged to send product and price information in the form of a (post-award) catalogue.
The supplier sells vegetables and fruits and there are price changes weekly. The
supplier is using an online catalogue tool to manage his product and prices. Each week,
the supplier updates the prices with the intention to submit to the buyer.

KE5.1-UC3-6

2) The online tool is implementing the e-SENS (or the OpenPEPPOL) infrastructure
gateway functionality. It uses the look-up functionality of the infrastructure to find the
end-point address of the buyer's gateway. The service provider sends the catalogue
message.
3) The buyer's service provider receives the document and makes a technical
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eProcurement

eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase

Example ID

Example Description
validation of the format, making sure that no syntax/format errors exist. The service
provider forwards the catalogue to the buyer's procurement system/catalogue tool.
The catalogue is imported. The updated catalogue is referring to the last catalogue
sent from the supplier. With this reference, the tool compares the updated prices with
the existing approved catalogue. No changes that violates the contracted terms are
found and the catalogue is automatically approved and becomes available to the
purchasers.
4) When the catalogue is approved, a positive catalogue response message is created.
It is sent back to the seller using the gateways.

by

EC

1) The supplier has in a previous step submitted a tender with a pre-award catalogue.
The supplier won the tender and a contract is in place. The buyer requires the supplier
to send all price and product information in the post-award catalogue format. The
supplier is extracting the product information from his ERP-system. The supplier
exports an in-house flat file format with all necessary product and price information.
The supplier transforms the in-house file into the post-award catalogue format. The
xml catalogue is wrapped in an electronic envelope or in a document container.

KE5.1-UC3-7

pr
ov

ed

2) The supplier is using a service provider for the exchange of structured electronic
messages with his customers. The service provider is using the information about the
receiver, found in the electronic envelope, to look-up the actual technical address of
the buyer's gateway. Using the information found in the infrastructure registry, the
service provider submits the catalogue.

Ap

3) The buyer's service provider receives the document and makes a technical
validation of the format, making sure that no syntax/format errors exist. The service
provider forwards the catalogue to the buyer's procurement system/catalogue tool.
The catalogue is imported and is compared with the pre-award catalogue by the
catalogue administrator.
The administrator is evaluating if the post-award catalogue is matching the pre-award
catalogue. The post-award catalogue is distributed to the purchasers.
4) When the catalogue is approved, a positive catalogue response message is created.
It is sent back to the seller using the gateways.
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2.3.4. Requirements

Requirement description

Area

by

Requirement ID

eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase

EC

eProcurement

Proposed BB

Reference to goal

e-SENS Container

G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2

R5.1-UC3-2

The chosen protocol should be efficient and cater for eDocuments, elarge volumes of exchanged messages.
Delivery

e-SENS e-Delivery (EBMS3/AS4) and
PEPPOL transport protocol (AS2)

G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2

R5.1-UC3-3

The chosen protocol should be secure and guarantee
eDocuments and ethat the catalogue isn't tampered with during
Delivery
transmission between the gateways.

container and e-SENS e-Delivery
(EBMS3/AS4) and PEPPOL transport
protocol (AS2)

G5.1-UC3-2.1

R5.1-UC3-4

The actor creating the pre-award catalogue should
wrap the XML-message in a structured envelope with e-Delivery
the necessary party identifiers for sender and receiver.

e-SENS e-Delivery and PEPPOL
Policy for using Identifiers

G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2
G5.1-UC3-7.1

R5.1-UC3-5

The buyer and seller should have assigned unique
e-Delivery
party identifiers.

e-SENS e-Delivery and PEPPOL
Policy for using Identifiers

G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2
G5.1-UC3-7.1

Ap

pr

ov

ed

R5.1-UC3-1

Documents and
It should be possible to exchange large catalogues
Semantics, eusing e-SENS e-Delivery.
Delivery
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Requirement description

Area

EC

Requirement ID

eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase
Proposed BB

Reference to goal

CEN/BII Profiles (Reference
implementations and specifications
need to be updated with the latest
CEN/BII profile published in
December 2012)

G5.1-UC3-1.3
G5.1-UC3-1.6
G5.1-UC3-4.1
G5.1-UC3-4.2
G5.1-UC3-4.4

R5.1-UC3-7

An XML standard to be used as exchange format
eDocuments
should be designated (ref CEN/BII).

CEN/BII Profile for e-Catalogue

G5.1-UC3-4.1
G5.1-UC3-4.2

R5.1-UC3-8

A style sheet used for simple presentation of the preeDocuments
award catalogue should be available.

eDocuments

G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2

R5.1-UC3-9

Schematron rules for conformance test for validation
Test & Conformance
of the pre-award catalogue should be available.

CEN/BII, to be discussed with WP6

G5.1-UC3-1.4

R5.1-UC3-10

The syntax message used for exchange format should
eDocuments
be commonly used and accepted.

eDocuments

G5.1-UC3-4.1
G5.1-UC3-4.2

R5.1-UC3-11

The supplier should deliver the catalogue in a
eDocuments
standardised exchange format.

eDocuments

G5.1-UC3-4.1
G5.1-UC3-4.2

R5.1-UC3-12

The CA should have tools to present and process the
eDocuments
pre-award catalogue exchange format.

eDocuments

G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2

R5.1-UC3-13

It should be possible to use the e-SENS infrastructure
to locate the Participant and send the pre-award e-Delivery
catalogue message.

e-Delivery

G5.1-UC3-4.3a
G5.1-UC3-4.5
G5.1-UC3-6.3
G5.1-UC3-7.1

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

R5.1-UC3-6

A semantic model describing the pre-award catalogue
template business terms should be designated (ref eDocuments
CEN/BII).
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Requirement ID

eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase
Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to goal

The infrastructure should support sending catalogues
without prior technical agreements between the end e-Delivery
users.

e-Delivery

G5.1-UC3-5.1
G5.1-UC3-5.2

R5.1-UC3-16

The infrastructure should be secure and reliable.

e-SENS e-Delivery and OpenPEPPOL
PKI

G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2

R5.1-UC3-17

It should be possible to validate the catalogue before
Test & Conformance
the supplier sends it to the CA.

Test & Conformance

G5.1-UC3-1.4

R5.1-UC3-18

The infrastructure should be designed to attract any
type of suppliers (also small companies with limited e-Delivery
resources).

e-SENS e-Delivery and OpenPEPPOL

G5.1-UC3-6.2

R5.1-UC3-19

The supplier should be able to choose any authorised
e-Delivery
e-SENS infrastructure gateway.

e-Delivery

G5.1-UC3-6.3

R5.1-UC3-20

It should be possible for the supplier (or the service
provider) to automatically look up the capabilities e-Delivery
(technical format and address) of the CA.

e-SENS e-Delivery (SML/SMP)

G5.1-UC3-5.1
G5.1-UC3-5.2

R5.1-UC3-21

It should be possible for the supplier (or the service
e-Delivery
provider) to automatically look up the capabilities

OpenPEPPOL (SML/SMP)

G5.1-UC3-5.1
G5.1-UC3-5.2

R5.1-UC3-15

ed

by

R5.1-UC3-14

EC

OpenPEPPOL vdxl/SMP

G5.1-UC3-4.3a
G5.1-UC3-4.5
G5.1-UC3-6.3
G5.1-UC3-7.1

It should be possible to use the OpenPEPPOL
infrastructure to locate the Participant and send the e-Delivery
pre-award catalogue message.

Ap

pr

ov

e-Delivery
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Requirement ID

eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase
Requirement description
(technical format and address) of the CA.

Area

R5.1-UC3-22

The tools and devices to be used for communicating
with catalogues shall be non-discriminatory 13 (art. 22 e-Delivery
Directive of the European Parliament and of the
Council on public procurement 2011/0438 (COD)14.

Proposed BB

Reference to goal

EC

eProcurement

G5.1-UC3-8.1

R5.1-UC3-23

The tools and devices to be used for communicating
with catalogues shall be generally available and
interoperable
with
the
information
and e-Delivery
communication technology products in general use
(art. 22 new directive).

e-Delivery

G5.1-UC3-8.1

R5.1-UC3-24

The pre-award catalogues should have a structure and
content (such as classification systems) which enables
eDocuments
automatic comparison between catalogues from
different suppliers.

eDocuments

G5.1-UC3-1.5
G5.1-UC3-1.6

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

e-Delivery

13

"Member States shall ensure that all communication and information exchange under this Directive, in particular electronic submission, are performed using electronic means of
communication in accordance with the requirements of this Article. The tools and devices to be used for communicating by electronic means, as well as their technical
characteristics, shall be non-discriminatory, generally available and interoperable with the ICT products in general use and shall not restrict EOs’ access to the procurement
procedure. "
14

DIRECTIVE OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL on public procurement 2011/0438 (COD) can be found at

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/document/activities/cont/201309/20130913ATT71292/20130913ATT71292EN.pdf
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Requirement ID

eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase
Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to goal

A spread sheet compatible format to be used as
exchange format for pre-award catalogue should be eDocuments
designated (ref CEN/BII).

CEN/BII Profile

G5.1-UC3-4.2
G5.1-UC3-6.1

R5.1-UC3-26

A spread sheet compatible format to be used as
exchange format for the pre-award catalogue template eDocuments
should be designated (ref CEN/BII).

CEN/BII Profile

G5.1-UC3-4.2
G5.1-UC3-6.1

R5.1-UC3-27

The business terms used in the pre-award catalogue
should be aligned and harmonized with the business Semantics
terms used in the post-award catalogue.

Semantics WP 6.2

G5.1-UC3-4.4

R5.1-UC3-28

A solution BB for transformation from catalogue
spread sheet compatible format to XML based format eDocuments
should be available.

eDocuments

G5.1-UC3-4.1
G5.1-UC3-4.2
G5.1-UC3-4.3b
G5.1-UC3-6.1

R5.1-UC3-29

A solution BB for transformation from catalogue
spread sheet compatible format to RDF based format eDocuments
should be available.

eDocuments

G5.1-UC3-4.1
G5.1-UC3-4.2
G5.1-UC3-4.3b
G5.1-UC3-6.1

R5.1-UC3-30

OWL ontology for validation of the pre-award
Semantics
catalogue should be available.

Semantics WP 6.2

G5.1-UC3-1.4

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

EC

R5.1-UC3-25
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Requirement ID

Requirement description

Area

A semantic model describing the pre-award catalogue
Semantics
business terms should be designated (ref CEN/BII).

Proposed BB

Semantics + CEN/BII

Semantics, CEN/BII Profile

G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2
G5.1-UC3-4.5
G5.1-UC3-5.1
G5.1-UC3-5.2
G5.1-UC3-6.3

eDocuments

G5.1-UC3-1.3
G5.1-UC3-1.6
G5.1-UC3-7.1
G5.1-UC3-4.2
G5.1-UC3-4.4

eDocuments

G5.1-UC3-1.3
G5.1-UC3-1.6
G5.1-UC3-7.1
G5.1-UC3-4.2
G5.1-UC3-4.4

ed
ov

A semantic model describing the catalogue business
Semantics
terms should be designated (ref CEN/BII).

Ap

pr

R5.1-UC3-32

R5.1-UC3-33

R5.1-UC3-34

A semantic model describing the catalogue response
eDocuments
business terms should be designated (ref CEN/BII).

An XML standard to be used as exchange format for
eDocuments
catalogue response should be designated (ref CEN/BII).
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Reference to goal
G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2
G5.1-UC3-4.5
G5.1-UC3-5.1
G5.1-UC3-5.2
G5.1-UC3-6.2

by

R5.1-UC3-31

eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase

EC

eProcurement
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eProcurement
Requirement ID

eCatalogues in the pre-award and post-award phase
Requirement description

Area

R5.1-UC3-36

The buyer should have tools to present and process
eDocuments
the catalogue exchange format.

by

ed

ov

pr

The designated standardized electronic process and
transactions used for exchanging the catalogue
Semantics
information should cater for product and price updates
(by referring to previously exchanged catalogues).

Ap

R5.1-UC3-37

EC

R5.1-UC3-35

The business terms used in the pre-award catalogue
should be aligned and harmonized with the business
terms used in the post-award catalogue (so that it is Semantics
possible to refer to and to compare the catalogue
information).
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Proposed BB

Reference to goal

Semantics, WP 6.2

G5.1-UC3-1.3
G5.1-UC3-1.6
G5.1-UC3-7.1
G5.1-UC3-4.2
G5.1-UC3-4.4

eDocument BB, WP 6.2

G5.1-UC3-6.4

Semantics, WP 6.2

G5.1-UC3-1.1
G5.1-UC3-1.2
G5.1-UC3-4.5
G5.1-UC3-5.1
G5.1-UC3-5.2
G5.1-UC3-6.3

59

2.4. Pilot Blueprint - Requirement Capture for Use Case 5.1.4
(eOrdering/e Invoicing15 in the post-award phase)
2.4.1. Pilot Blueprint Description
Name of Pilot Scenario Blueprint

eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase
This Pilot Scenario Blueprint describes how a supplier and customer
come to an agreement about delivery of goods or services using
electronic orders. The customer submits an order which can be
accepted or rejected by the supplier.

Short high level description

by

EC

It also describes the requirements and benefits of the
ordering/invoicing processes, used as individual processes but also
when forming a common process allowing for order-invoice
matching.

ed

Many different formats and standards for electronic orders and
invoices.

Problem statement (Identified
barriers and issues to address)

pr
ov

Low adoption/penetration of eOrders.
Many governments and public sector entities are streamlining
procurement processes and are in need of interoperable solutions.

Ap

Cross border interoperability is nearly impossible without common
practices and recommendations.
Order-Invoice match is not always supported in the systems
providing support for order-invoice matching.
Customer (Buyer).
Supplier (Seller).

Involved Actors

2.4.2. Pilot Scenario Goals and Scope
eProcurement
Goal ID
G5.1-UC4-1.1

eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase

Goal Name
Generic

Goal Description
Reach as many trading partner as possible with a single standardized
format.

15

An alternative term to “eInvoicing” is “eBilling”. The use of “Billing” signifies the use of eInvoice and eCredit Note. In
popular terms, the process is commonly referred to “eInvocing”.
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Goal ID

eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase

Goal Name

Goal Description

Generic

Simple way of identifying trading partner capabilities for ecollaboration.

G5.1-UC4-1.3

Generic

Loosely coupled interaction with e-Delivery access points16 for cost
efficient migration between service providers.

G5.1-UC4-1.4

Generic

Less time spent on integration issues.

G5.1-UC4-2.1

Invoicing

Simplified assessment and approval process.

G5.1-UC4-2.2

Invoicing

Automated booking into account.

G5.1-UC4-2.3

Invoicing

Automated payment initiation.

G5.1-UC4-2.4

Ordering

Lower prices through better control of purchases.

G5.1-UC4-3.1

Ordering

Electronic audit trail of the purchasing process.

G5.1-UC4-3.2

Ordering

Seller: Improved business process performance through automated
check of product availability.

G5.1-UC4-3.3

Ordering

Seller: Improved business process performance through quicker
delivery.

G5.1-UC4-3.4

Ordering

Seller: Improved process performance through automated order
responses.

G5.1-UC4-3.5

Ordering

Seller & buyer: Better use of contracts.

G5.1-UC4-3.6

Ordering &
Invoicing

Improved invoice processing through automated matching of invoice
against orders.

G5.1-UC4-4.1

Ordering &
Invoicing

Minimized manual invoicing handling.

G5.1-UC4-4.2

Ordering &
Invoicing

Better statistics and follow-up of contracts.

G5.1-UC4-4.3

Ordering &
Invoicing

Environmental friendly.

G5.1-UC4-4.4

Invoicing

Decrease the term of payment (by reducing the invoicing errors /
mistakes).

G5.1-UC4-4.5

Ordering &
Invoicing

Allow a permanent control of the order/invoice status
(ordered/processed/dispatched/delivered; issued/paid).

16

Ap

pr
ov

ed

by

EC

G5.1-UC4-1.2

An Access Point is a gateway to the network of eDelivery currently operational within the eProcurement domain
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2.4.2.1.

Scope

Scope Id

eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase: Scope statements

G5.1-UC4-5.1

B2G and B2B.

G5.1-UC4-5.2

Mainly for the purchase of goods and services.

G5.1-UC4-5.3

Common business processes
ordering and invoicing.

G5.1-UC4-5.4

VAT and non VAT invoicing.

G5.1-UC4-5.5

Regional procurement within EU and EEA. The business process is expected to be
applicable to other regions following a review of regional requirements especially
pertinent to legislation in the areas of VAT and tax.
Detailed scenario scope for Ordering:

industry

and

cross

border

This ordering scenario describes a process comprising a buyer to issue an electronic
order, whereby the seller may accept the order, accept with changes or reject. In
his rejection the seller may indicate reasons, so the Buyer may issue a new order
that may be acceptable. The seller may accept the order with changes, only if in a
previously concluded contract the scope of such changes was agreed. The order
that is agreed upon by acceptance has the commercial and legal status of a
contract.

pr
ov

ed

by

G5.1-UC4-5.6

cross

EC

for

The main activities supported by the ordering process are:
Structured Ordering

Ap

G5.1-UC4-5.7

The order transaction should support the structured ordering of goods or services,
using free text or use of identifiers. The information source of the ordered products
may be a (paper or electronic) catalogue.
G5.1-UC4-5.8

Accounting
The ordering process must support the allocation of budgets, so the value amounts
of the ordered products may be stated. The buyer may provide some information
that the seller is required to place on the invoice for aiding and automation of
invoice processing.

G5.1-UC4-5.9

Invoice Verification
The buyer may provide some information that the seller is required to place on the
invoice for aiding and automation of invoice approval.

G5.1-UC4-5.10

VAT reporting
VAT reporting is not a general requirement on orders. The level of support in orders
is to:
Enable VAT reporting in invoices by providing VAT number of buyer in case of
reverse charges.
VAT can be stated as an estimate to enable buyers to state expected value of order.
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Scope Id

eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase: Scope statements
This can be helpful in automated matching of orders and invoices. VAT information
is informative and does not affect the terms of trade.

G5.1-UC4-5.11

Transport and delivery
Only limited support is in scope for transport related information, but it is
recognized that the buyer needs to be able to provide some information about
requested delivery location, some basic term, time and contact persons for a
delivery of an order.

G5.1-UC4-5.12

Inventory

EC

Supporting inventory management is not in scope, but structured orders based on
catalogues can be used to automate picking at supplier warehouses.

by

An electronic image of an invoice document will not be considered eInvoice.

The electronic transaction for the invoice/ credit note message is carried out in the
following main scope: the creditor/ invoice Issuer sends the invoice/credit note
message to the debtor/invoiced, indicating the products, quantities, and agreed
prices for products and/or services the seller has provided the buyer.

pr
ov

G5.1-UC4-5.13

ed

Detailed scenario scope for Invoice/ Credit note:

Ap

The invoice specification contains no procurement related data but supports
different ways of referring to the ordering process. By selective use of such
references, they can be a basis for automated processing of invoices (order - invoice
matching).
The main activities supported by the Invoice are:
G5.1-UC4-5.14

Accounting
Booking an invoice/credit note into the company account is one of the main
objectives of this profile. An invoice/credit note must provide for information at
document and line level that enables booking both the debit and the credit side.

G5.1-UC4-5.15

Auditing
Invoices/credit notes support the auditing process by providing sufficient
information for the following.
Identification of the relevant parties.
Identification of the product and/or services traded, including description, value and
quantity.
Information for connecting the invoice to its settlement.
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Scope Id

eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase: Scope statements
Information for connecting the invoice to relevant documents such as contracts and
orders.

G5.1-UC4-5.16

VAT reporting
Invoices/credit notes should provide support for the determination of the VAT
regime and the calculation and reporting thereof and should provide necessary
elements for national legal VAT requirements that apply for invoices issued to
national and foreign buyers.

G5.1-UC4-5.17

Payment
Invoices should identify the means of settlement for an invoice, and clearly state the
requested payment.

Invoice / credit note verification

by

G5.1-UC4-5.18

EC

If the credit note triggers a payment transaction, the credit note should identify the
means of settlement, and clearly state the requested payment.

Ap

pr
ov

ed

Support for invoice/credit note verification is a key function of an invoice/credit
note. An invoice/credit note should provide sufficient information for looking up
relevant existing documentation, and should contain information that allows the
transfer of the received invoice/credit note to a responsible person or department
for verification and approval. For this purpose, an invoice/credit note should
provide the following information:
 Preceding order.
 Contracts.
 Buyer’s reference.
 Receipts of products and/or services.
 Identification of the responsible person or department.
A credit note must refer to at least one initial invoice or credit note.

2.4.3. Key Examples
eProcurement

eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase

Example ID

Example Description
Example 1: Invoice only.

KE5.1-UC4-1

The CA's eInvoicing system receives an eInvoice from the supplier. It uses the customer
reference element in the invoice to identify the person who made the purchase. The
workflow notifies the purchaser that an invoice is received. The purchaser inspects the
eInvoice and verifies the amounts. The purchaser approves the invoice and the invoice is
processed for payment.
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eProcurement

eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase

Example ID

Example Description
Example 2: Order.
The supplier, an international books services company, has an agreement with the CA for
the delivery of books and services. Books and the related services are selected. The CA
registers the quantity of each product. The order is sent internally at the CA to the role
responsible for attestation/approval.
After the approval is made, the order is issued and an order message is created. The
order message is conveyed using an electronic envelope.
The CA is using a service provider to send the order message to the supplier. The service
provider is using the information about the receiver, found in the envelope to look-up
the actual electronic address of the receiver's gateway/access point. The order has an
order number as a “tag”. Using the electronic address, the service provider is submitting
the order sending it to the recipient ID of the supplier.

by

EC

KE5.1-UC4-2

pr
ov

ed

The supplier is also using a service provider to receive (and send) eProcurement
messages. The service provider receives the order through the gateway. Based on
information in the envelope message, the service provider forwards the order message
to the supplier's ERP-system and the order is processed. After having checked the
availability of the goods requested by the CA, an order response message is sent to the
CA stating 1 - availability and 2 - expected delivery.

Ap

Example 3: Order-Invoice matching.

KE5.1-UC4-3

The supplier sends an invoice to a CA pertaining to the purchase of goods using an access
point. The access point provides access to the network used to exchange eProcurement
information with the supplier’s customers, contracting authorities and private buyers.
The eInvoice workflow system of the CA receives the eInvoice from the supplier. It uses
the customer reference element (order number) to identify which order it refers to as
well as the person who made the purchase. The purchaser creates a delivery acceptance.
The invoice workflow system then progresses to match the invoice with the order that
was previously issued for the goods received. If the ordered products/amount do not
match, the purchaser does not have to approve the invoice and an invoice reject
message is issued. If the ordered products and amount stated in the invoice match the
corresponded invoice, the invoice is accepted and processed for payment.
Example 4: Invoice only, MS specific (Portugal).

KE5.1-UC4-4

The supplier is part of a Framework Agreement. The eInvoice is received by the system
and it uses the order authorization code to identify/match which the order it refers to.
The order amount is validated and the invoice is approved.
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2.4.4. Requirements

by

EC

For suggested mappings of requirements with proposed BBs please see the general requirements provided at the end of the list of requirements. The
requirements presented in this section are the general requirements for Ordering and Billing (the process covering invoicing and handling crediting of an invoice
based on a credit note). For detailed requirements, please refer to the e-Document ABB’s PEPPOL BIS Ordering 28A, PEPPOL BIS 4A Invoice Only (for Invoice
specific requirements) and PEPPOL BIS Billing 5A (for Credit Note specific requirements).

ov

Requirement description

Area

pr

Requirement ID

eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase

ed

eProcurement

Proposed BB
eDocument
PEPPOL BIS
Ordering ABB

HBB,
28A

R5.1-UC4-2

An order must provide information about its identity, type (purchase order or
GE-Order
consignment order), issue date and validity.

eDocument
PEPPOL BIS
Ordering ABB

HBB,
28A

R5.1-UC4-3

To provide flexibility in ordering an order must provide for free text notes on
GE-Order
document level as well as on individual order lines.

eDocument
PEPPOL BIS
Ordering ABB

HBB,
28A

R5.1-UC4-4

An order must provide for information about the value of items ordered and what
prices, charges and totals (including estimate of VAT) are expected to be paid in a GE-Order
way that can be matched against an invoice.

eDocument
PEPPOL BIS
Ordering ABB

HBB,
28A

Ap

R5.1-UC4-1

To control the validation and processing of an order; information that identifies
the data model customization used and the business process that the order is part GE-Order
of.
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eProcurement

Requirement description

Area

EC

Requirement ID

eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase

Proposed BB

The order must enable the buyer to send information that can be reported back in
a resulting invoice with the purpose of automating the processing of the invoice.

GE-Order

eDocument
PEPPOL BIS
Ordering ABB

HBB,
28A

R5.1-UC4-6

The order must enable the buyer to reference contract and documents that are
GE-Order
relevant to prices and terms, including terms of delivery.

eDocument
PEPPOL BIS
Ordering ABB

HBB,
28A

R5.1-UC4-7

The order must support information needed to specify estimated allowance and
GE-Order
charges on document level that apply to the order as a whole.

eDocument
PEPPOL BIS
Ordering ABB

HBB,
28A

R5.1-UC4-8

All amounts in the Order must be stated in the same currency.

GE-Order

eDocument
PEPPOL BIS
Ordering ABB

HBB,
28A

R5.1-UC4-9

Order should only contain non-negative prices and quantities.

GE-Order

eDocument
PEPPOL BIS
Ordering ABB

HBB,
28A

R5.1-UC4-10

The Invoice must support information that is in line with the document purpose as
a control document that enables the buyer to operate a process where the invoice
is reviewed and accepted or rejected by comparing it to existing information. GE-Invoice
Functions in scope include: “order to invoice matching“ and “contract reference”;
as well as referencing to: project codes, responsible employees and other

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

R5.1-UC4-5
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eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL
BIS
4A
Invoice Only ABB
67

eProcurement

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to goal

EC

Requirement ID

eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase

by

information. An invoice references at most one order.

It must be possible to include attachments with the invoice, either as embedded
binary objects or as external links (URI), for example to provide timesheets, usage GE-Invoice
reports or other relevant information for reviewing the invoice.

eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL
BIS
4A
Invoice Only ABB

R5.1-UC4-12

Comments, clauses, statements (e.g. of country of origin) and notes at invoice and
line level must be supported in the Invoice. It is recognized that when issuing
invoices there may be different needs to state information that does not have
qualified elements and is not necessarily intended for automatic processing.
Examples may be references to buyer’s special purchasing codes, remarks GE-Invoice
regarding deviation in delivery or other issues that may be of importance. Since
the Invoice must not require an electronic interchange agreement between the
buyer and seller the Invoice provides flexibility by supporting textual notes at
document and line level.

eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL
BIS
4A
Invoice Only ABB

R5.1-UC4-13

The invoice content enables the Customer’s system to route the document to a
specific person, department or unit within the organization for authorization or GE-Invoice
other tasks.

eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL
BIS
4A
Invoice Only ABB

R5.1-UC4-14

The invoice information must be self-sufficient. E.g. party and product information
must be given in detail in the invoice and any party and product identifiers GE-Invoice
provided are only informative.

eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL
BIS
4A
Invoice Only ABB

Ap

pr

ov

ed

R5.1-UC4-11
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eProcurement

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to goal

EC

Requirement ID

eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase

R5.1-UC4-16

It must be possible to include attachments with the Credit note, either as
embedded binary objects or as external links (URI), for example to provide GE-Credit
timesheets, usage reports or other relevant information for reviewing the Credit Note
note.

eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL BIS 5A Billing
ABB

R5.1-UC4-17

Comments, clauses, statements (e.g. of country of origin) and notes at credit note
and line level must be supported in the Credit note. It is recognized that when
issuing credit notes there may be different needs to state information that does
not have qualified elements and is not necessarily intended for automatic
GE-Credit
processing. Examples may be references to buyer’s special purchasing codes,
Note
remarks regarding deviation in delivery or other issues that may be of importance.
Since the Credit note must not require an electronic interchange agreement
between the buyer and seller the Credit note provides flexibility by supporting
textual notes at document and line level.

eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL BIS 5A Billing
ABB

R5.1-UC4-18

The Invoice and Credit Note content enables the Customer’s system to route the GE-Credit
document to a specific person, department or unit within the organization for Note

eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL BIS 5A Billing

eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL BIS 5A Billing
ABB

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

R5.1-UC4-15

The Credit note must support information that is in line with the document
purpose as a control document that enables the buyer to operate a process where
the credit note is reviewed and accepted or rejected by comparing it to existing GE-Credit
information. Functions in scope include: “order to invoice matching“ and “contract Note
reference”; as well as referencing to: project codes, responsible employees and
other information. A Credit Note references at most one order.
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eProcurement

eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase

Requirement description

Area

EC

Requirement ID
authorization or other tasks.

Proposed BB
ABB

The Credit note information must be self-sufficient. E.g. party and product
GE-Credit
information must be given in detail in the credit note and any party and product
Note
identifiers provided are only informative.

R5.1-UC4-20

A Credit Note may refer to the Invoice it is correcting.

R5.1-UC4-21

The Order and Invoice specifications must be based on profiles with elements that
can be separately updated and versioned. Examples of elements are: Code Lists,
GE-Generic
Information Requirements, transactions model, business rules, and information
constraints.

eDocument
eOrdering
eBilling ABB

HBB,
ABB,

R5.1-UC4-22

The semantic model must be separated from the message syntax, allowing for
GE-Generic
different message syntaxes to be used (as opposed to single message syntax).

eDocument
eOrdering
eBilling ABB

HBB,
ABB,

R5.1-UC4-23

It must be possible to exchange business messages using a four-corner modeI.

e-Delivery
HBB,
Transport Profile ABB

R5.1-UC4-24

A sender of should have the capability to obtain the receiver's specific message
capabilities (type of message supported, version etc.) through a look-up without GE-Generic
any previous knowledge or formal agreement.

GE-Credit
Note

Ap

pr

ov
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R5.1-UC4-19
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GE-Generic

eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL BIS 5A Billing
ABB
eDocument
HBB,
PEPPOL BIS 5A Billing
ABB

e-Delivery
Discovery

ABB,
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eProcurement

Requirement description

Area

EC

Requirement ID

eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase

Proposed BB
e-Delivery
ABB,
Addressing - ISO 6523
and ebCore Party Id
Type

R5.1-UC4-26

Safe and reliable messaging with low level (transport level) verification of
GE-Generic
messages.

e-Delivery
HBB,
Transport Profile ABB

R5.1-UC4-27

For message exchange, the e-Delivery mechanism must be based on a well proven
and robust transport profile with full compatibility between technology platforms, GE-Generic
such as .NET and Java.

e-Delivery
HBB,
Transport Profile ABB

R5.1-UC4-28

Quality assurance: order and/or invoice messages must be validated before being
GE-Generic
sent by the sender.

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

R5.1-UC4-25

The capability to locate a receiver through a common, EU level address lookup
GE-Generic
mechanism must be provided (see also R5.1-UC4-xxx).

eConformance HBB WP 6.4

GEeProcurement eDocument
HBB,
Domain
eOrdering ABB
Specific

R5.1-UC4-29

The Order specification should be based on the PEPPOL BIS Ordering.

R5.1-UC4-30

GEThe Invoice specification should be based on the PEPPOL BIS Invoice Only or eProcurement eDocument
Billing.
Domain
eBilling ABB
Specific
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eProcurement

Requirement description

Area

Proposed BB

Reference to goal

EC

Requirement ID

eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase

eDocuments
The chosen protocol should be secure and guarantee that the catalogue isn't
PEPPOL
transport
and
etampered with during transmission between the gateways.
protocol (AS2)
Delivery

R5.1-UC4-32

The actor creating the order, invoice or credit note message should wrap the XMLmessage in a structured envelope with the necessary party identifiers for sender e-Delivery
and receiver.

R5.1-UC4-33

The buyer and seller should have assigned unique party identifiers.

e-Delivery

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

R5.1-UC4-31

e-SENS
e-Delivery
and PEPPOL Policy for
using Identifiers
e-SENS
e-Delivery
and PEPPOL Policy for
using Identifiers

R5.1-UC4-34

A semantic model describing the order, invoice and credit note (respectively)
eDocuments
template business terms should be designated (ref CENBII).

CEN/BII
Profiles
(Reference
implementations and
specifications need to
be updated with the
latest CEN/BII profile
published
in
December 2012)

R5.1-UC4-35

An XML standard to be used as exchange format should be designated (ref
eDocuments
CEN/BII).

PEPPOL BIS Ordering
28A and PEPPOL BIS
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eProcurement

Requirement description

Area

EC

Requirement ID

eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase

Proposed BB

Reference to goal

Billing 5A

A style sheet used for simple presentation of the pre-award catalogue should be
eDocuments
available.

R5.1-UC4-37

Schematron rules for conformance test for validation of business messages should Test
& CEN BII, to
be
be available.
Conformance discussed with WP6

R5.1-UC4-38

The syntax message used for exchange format should be commonly used and
eDocuments
accepted.

R5.1-UC4-39

The supplier should deliver the business message in a standardised exchange
eDocuments
format.

eDocuments

R5.1-UC4-40

It should be possible to use the e-SENS infrastructure to locate the Participant and
e-Delivery
send the business message.

e-Delivery

R5.1-UC4-41

It should be possible to use the OpenPEPPOL infrastructure to locate the
e-Delivery
Participant and send the business message.

OpenPEPPOL
SML/SMP

R5.1-UC4-42

The infrastructure should support sending business messages without prior
e-Delivery
technical agreements between the end users.

e-Delivery

R5.1-UC4-43

The infrastructure should be secure and reliable.

e-SENS
e-Delivery
and OpenPEPPOL PKI

R5.1-UC4-44

The infrastructure should be designed to attract any type of suppliers (also small e-Delivery

eDocuments

Ap
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by

R5.1-UC4-36
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e-SENS

e-Delivery
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eProcurement

Requirement description

Area

EC

Requirement ID

eOrdering/eInvoicing in the post-award phase

companies with limited resources).

The supplier should be able to choose any authorised e-SENS infrastructure
e-Delivery
gateway.

R5.1-UC4-46

It should be possible for the supplier (or the service provider) to automatically look
e-Delivery
up the capabilities (technical format and address) of the contracting authority.

Reference to goal

and OpenPEPPOL
e-Delivery
e-SENS e-Delivery
and Open PEPPOL
(SML/SMP)
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R5.1-UC4-45

Proposed BB
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